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Abstract

Racism has multisystemic impacts on African Americans resulting in longstanding racial health disparities. Increasingly, researchers use participatory research in their health equity efforts. Participatory research is rooted in the principle of empowerment and centers community lived experience to generate meaningful solutions while shifting conventionally held positions of power within research engagement and within systems more broadly. Yet the research literature on empowerment lacks consensus of its operationalization and measurement. Moreover, it is unclear to what degree existing frameworks of empowerment are derived from the communities they seek to engage and empower. Thus existing frameworks of empowerment could be strengthened by work that amplifies the experiential reflectiveness of African American communities. Given the deficiency in prior research to center African American participant voices and perspectives, the current study used a critical race theoretical approach to explore the empowerment experiences of African American participants in Community Cafès used to collaborate with their communities toward addressing risks associated with child abuse and neglect. The Community Café model is a civic engagement strategy that has been adapted to a participatory research method. It is based on design principles to create an inviting, café-style setting that fosters constructive dialogue, collective intelligence, and culturally responsive possibilities for action. Using constructivist grounded theory methodology, the study conducted in-depth interviews with 16 Café participants which yield five primary themes and five subthemes. These themes were then used to generate a set of six participatory research empowerment guideposts (PREGs) for African American communities. PREGs signal a shift away from documenting deficits and risks and calls for researchers to center the African
American experience with nuanced empowerment processes such as integrating discussions about racism and culturally reflective healing activities.
Chapter 1: Introduction

Statement of Problem and Rationale for Study

The legacy of slavery and anti-Black racism have far-reaching multisystemic impacts on African Americans that, despite efforts to address them, have resulted in longstanding racial disparities in health and well-being (Brondolo et al., 2009). For African Americans, racism is associated with increased mental health problems, higher rates of preclinical indicators of disease and adverse health behaviors, and lower utilization of care and adherence to medical regimens (Williams et al., 2019). For African American communities, racism and racist policies have created disproportionate amounts of deprivation and disorder (e.g., poverty, violence, crime, pollution, abandoned or poorly maintained buildings) (Anderson & Oncken, 2020) and limited access to and availability of health, educational, business organizations (e.g. quality schools, employment, food outlets, health resources) (Anderson, 2017; Dimick et al., 2013). Within systems such as criminal justice and child welfare, racism is arguably the fundamental cause for the disproportionate involvement of African Americans (Alexander, 2011; Dettlaff & Boyd, 2020). And even within prior research, racism has a long and egregious history of unethical and exploitative scientific assaults on African American populations (Washington, 2006), resulting in their generational mistrust of research and researchers (Scharff et al., 2010). The ongoing cycle of these synergistic, interdependent levels of racial oppression has led to the continued disenfranchisement of African American individuals, families, and communities and thus the perpetuation of racial disparities in this country.

In response, a growing number of public health and social work researchers are using participatory research strategies to enhance their research efforts, situating them as key research tools to empower communities to address racial health disparities, and to promote research
justice (Chavez et al., 2008; De Las Nueces et al., 2012; Douglas et al., 2016; Wallerstein & Duran, 2006; Ward et al., 2018). Participatory research is an engagement approach used to collaborate with communities that centers their lived-experience as contextual expertise in generating meaningful solutions for the improvement to their health and well-being. It describes a praxis of research methods based on the principle of empowerment. Empowerment includes processes that act interdependently across individual, organizational, and community levels of engagement and involves the intentional redistribution of power through the promotion of self-governance and collective control (Perkins & Zimmerman, 1995; Rappaport, 1987). Researchers using participatory strategies recognize the importance of critically evaluating dynamics of participation and engagement between communities and professional partners toward describing the degree to which research processes are equitable and empowering (or inequitable and disempowering) (Israel et al., 2005; Oetzel et al., 2006; Robinson et al., 2023; Smajgl & Ward, 2015). Yet, given its multilevel, interdependent, context specific nature, efforts to measure and evaluate empowerment have been met with challenges (Brandstetter et al., 2014; Cross et al., 2017; Cyril et al., 2015; Lindacher et al., 2017; Rissel, 1994). A handful of scholars who used participatory methods to empower communities have offered frameworks that describe the essential processes of their engagement such as power, leadership, capacity building, shared decision-making, etc. (Akom, 2011; Braithwaite et al., 1994; Braithwaite & Lythcott, 1989; Braithwaite et al., 1989; Kasmel & Andersen, 2011; Labonte, 1994; Laverack, 2001; Laverack & Wallerstein, 2001; Rifkin, 2003; Wallerstein, 2002, 2006). Specifically, Braithwaite and colleagues’ (Braithwaite et al., 1994; Braithwaite et al., 1989) and Akom’s (2011) empowerment frameworks specify that participatory research with African American communities should centralize the importance of racism’s impact on the health and well-being of Black communities,
work to cultivate trust, and integrate aspects of healing and love as critical features of research engagement. Although both the general definitions and frameworks of empowerment, and those with specificity for African American communities offer useful engagement processes, it is unclear the degree to which they were derived from the actual perspectives and experiences of the communities themselves. Existing frameworks could be strengthened by work that amplifies the experiential reflectiveness of communities offering prescriptive best practices for research collaborations with African American communities.

**Description of Study**

Given the deficiency in prior research to center African American participant voice and perspective in discerning the critical elements of empowerment, a critical race theory (CRT) orientation is applied in formulating the overarching goal of the study. The aim of the study was to generate a set of considerations or guideposts, PREGs, for researchers who want to use participatory methods to empower African American communities to address racial health disparities. To achieve this the study partnered with two St. Louis-based initiatives, Parent and Children Together-St. Louis (PACT-STL) and Project LAUNCH (Linking Actions for Unmet Needs in Children’s Health), which use the Community Café model to collaborate with African American communities experiencing high levels of risks associated with threats to child safety and well-being. The Community Café model is a civic engagement strategy that has been adapted to a participatory research method. It based on design principles to create an inviting café-style, conversational process that fosters constructive dialogue, emergence of collective intelligence, and culturally responsive possibilities for action (MacFarlane et al., 2017; Steier et al., 2015; World Café Method, 2019). The model is one of the central ways both projects and African American communities collaborate to develop multilevel interventions aimed at reducing
risks and strengthening protective factors, while also partnering to address immediate community concerns related to child abuse and neglect and child social and emotional health.

The study used constructivist grounded theory (CGT) to purposively and theoretically sample African American adult community members and community agencies and service providers, and PACT-STL and Project LAUNCH staff (>18 years) who participated in one or more Community Cafés. Grounded theory is a systematic, iterative approach of collecting and analyzing qualitative data aimed at depicting emergent social processes and implying theoretical formulations grounded in data (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). CGT is particularly suitable for this study because it assumes social reality as multiple, processual, and constructed, and attends to issues of power by locating participants (and researchers) across the continuum of societal positionality—from marginalization to privileged—to intentionally center participants’ actions and self-defined meanings of their experience (Charmaz, 2014). The aims and research questions for the study were

Aim 1 Explore the experiences of empowerment within Community Cafés used to collaborate with African American communities toward informing the development of PREGs.

RQ1. What are the empowerment experiences of African Americans participating in Community Cafés focused on racial disproportionalities in child welfare research?

RQ2. How can the perspectives and experiences of Community Café experiences improve the empowerment process within Café Community?

Aim 2 Generate a set of participatory research empowerment guideposts or PREGs for research collaborations with African American communities to address racial health disparities.

RQ3. What are key considerations or guideposts for using participatory research to empower African American communities to address racial health disparities?
A Note About Terminology

The use of third person is often used in quantitative studies in an attempt to foster a sense of neutrality and objectivity—a positivist world view. In contrast, critical theories—as a set of liberatory or emancipatory epistemologies (perspectives being championed in many ways throughout this study) include theories that recognize and call into central focus the sociopolitical elements of the research process itself (Webb, 1992). Taking a critical stance and in keeping with sincere intentionality of reflexivity as called upon in critical qualitative methodologies, I have chosen at times, to refer to myself using first person. This is intended to reaffirm the fact that no matter how we choose to do research and explore the realities in which we are embedded, we never truly do so from a position of pure objectivity.

Regarding racial identity and the interchangeable use of words to identify African American people, I recognize the continual diversification of those who identify as Black. It is beyond the scope of this research to attend to the evolving milieu of wonderful Blackness this country is currently experiencing. Thus, in the sections that follow the terms Black and African American are used to signal to the reader those individuals, groups, and communities of African lineage who have been historically impacted by structural racism.
Chapter 2: Review of the Literature

This chapter provides a review of the literature that substantiates an exploration into the empowerment processes of the participatory research used to partner with African Americans. It begins with an overview of structural racism, its impact on the health and well-being of African Americans which is then followed by a brief statement about historical and contemporary research injustices that contribute to the perpetuation of racial health disparities for Black communities. Next, I discuss the literature on how participatory research and empowerment are being used to partner with African American communities in addressing the racial health disparities.

Structural Racism and the Health of African Americans

The term excess deaths describes the sobering fact that if African Americans had the same mortality rate as White Americans, 100,000 fewer Black people would die each year (Lavizzo-Mourey & Williams, 2016). African Americans have higher rates of diabetes, hypertension, and heart disease (Der Ananian et al., 2018) and have the highest mortality rate for all cancers combined when compared with any other racial and ethnic groups (Carratala & Maxwell, 2020). Black children have a 500% higher death rate from asthma compared to White children (National Institute on Minority and Health Disparities, 2018) whereas Black teenagers experience a significantly higher risk of aggravated assault and face a homicide rate 2.9% higher compared to White youth (Sheats et al., 2018). In fact, being Black in America means a higher level of exposure to cumulative stressors compared to being White in America. Known as weathering effects, these increased stressors mean that African Americans experience physical and mental health deterioration at a rate 6.1 years faster than White Americans, which has a greater toll on their biological health (Forrester et al., 2019).
Research evidence links many of these adverse health outcomes that disproportionately affect African Americans to structural racism (Gee & Ford, 2011; Krieger, 2014; Phelan & Link, 2013; Williams & Mohammed, 2013). Codified into the fabric of society, structural racism is described as synergistic, interdependent infrastructures made up of laws and policies, practices, ideologies, and behaviors that maintain and reconstitute the racial hierarchy in this country—White people as superior and people of color as inferior (Bonilla-Silva, 1997; Gee & Ford, 2011). Moreover, a wealth of scholarship identifies racial residential segregation as the congenital form of structural racism that preserves racial inequities in this country (Kershaw et al., 2011; Krieger, 2014; White & Borrell, 2011). Racial residential segregation is the strategic separation of groups into different neighborhood environments by race, a process that has been developed and maintained in the U.S. to “protect” White people by ensuring they resided in separate communities from Black people (Williams et al., 2019). It determines the geographic context in which the majority of African Americans live and has created neighborhoods with differential access to economic and educational opportunities resulting in racial income inequality, limited ability for wealth accumulation, unemployment, and concentrated poverty for African Americans (Williams et al., 2019; Williams & Sternthal, 2010). In turn, disparate forces of racial residential segregation create differential exposure to neighborhood stressors that influence health behaviors, health status, and well-being of Black Americans compared to White Americans (Acevedo-Garcia & Osypuk, 2008). For example, policies and practices that perpetuate racial residential segregation produce conditions such as crowded, low-quality housing, high number of vacant buildings, shortages in the availability and affordability of healthy foods, and targeted advertisement of substances that increase health risks (e.g., tobacco and alcohol), which influence poor dietary habits and adverse health behaviors (Acevedo-Garcia
& Osypuk, 2008). Pervasive neighborhood disadvantage also contributes to family disruption, decreased trust among residents, social disorganization, and increased crime (Williams & Collins, 2001).

As a perpetual cycle, living in racially segregated neighborhoods is associated with lower socioeconomic status and poorer health and well-being for African Americans (O’Brien et al., 2020; White & Borrell, 2011). Additionally, segregation is associated with poor self-rated health for African Americans living in both high poverty neighborhoods (Do et al., 2017) and in neighborhoods where residents perceive increased disorder (e.g., higher crime rates, dumping, graffiti, pollution, abandoned or poorly maintained buildings) (Anderson & Oncken, 2020). Relatedly, the concentration of African American residents in urban neighborhoods is negatively associated with the number of health-promoting organizations such as quality food outlets, fitness facilities, health care resources, civic and social service organizations (Anderson, 2017) highlighting the link between racial residential segregation and health and well-being inequities for African Americans.

**Structural Racism and Research Injustice for African Americans**

Structural racism within research exists as both the historical exploitation and assaults wielded against African American bodies in name of scientific exploration, and the persistent lack of effective approaches to address racial health disparities. Its roots can be traced back to the development and integration of eugenics into mainstream academia (Dennis, 1995). Early on, research findings were used to scientifically establish a racial hierarchy and provide justification to misuse African Americans in the name of scientific progress. In *Medical Apartheid*, Harriet Washington (2006) detailed accounts of medical experimental abuses that extend beyond the most known atrocities like the Tuskegee syphilis study and Hospital for the Negro Insane. These
historical injustices have resulted in the generational distrust African Americans have in research and their overall hesitation to participate in research. Other factors that contribute to the pervasive general mistrust African Americans have for research include persistent racial disparities in health (Boulware et al., 2003), limited access to quality health care (Halbert et al., 2006), and negative encounters with health care providers (Lichtenberg et al., 2004). Further, Scharff et al. (2010) found that beliefs about the actual relevance and benefit of research to Black communities were salient factors in their trust of research and researchers. Moreover, many scholars have suggested that racism and racial inequities persist as ineffective research and practice to address long-standing and persistent racial health and well-being disparities (De Las Nueces et al., 2012; Ward et al., 2018).

**Participatory Research—Responding to Racial Health Disparities for African Americans**

A growing number of research-practitioners are using participatory research to address racial disparities and promote health equity (Chavez et al., 2008; De Las Nueces et al., 2012; Douglas et al., 2016; Olshansky et al., 2005; Wallerstein & Duran, 2006; Ward et al., 2018). What distinguishes participatory research from conventional research approaches is the principle of empowerment (Minkler & Wallerstein, 2012; Rappaport, 1987; Rissel, 1994; Wallerstein, 2006). Empowerment in participatory research involves shifting the focus away from characterizing deficits and documenting risks of target populations, and instead calls for a focus on harnessing the internal capacities within communities to promote wellness and change (Gorin et al., 2012). Empowerment-based participatory research describes as a praxis of engagement techniques that share a central philosophy of inclusivity and acknowledge the value of engaging in research with those who stand to be affected by it (e.g., community members, beneficiaries, users, stakeholders) (Baum et al., 2006; Bergold & Thomas, 2012). Used most often to
collaborate with those from marginalized, disenfranchised communities, these engagement activities are distinctive from traditional research methods (e.g., conventional surveys, structured interviews, traditional focus groups) in especially important ways (Baum et al., 2006). They include equitable processes that work to center the lived experience of communities as contextual expertise in generating meaningful solutions while simultaneously shifting conventionally held positions of power and control within the research process itself and in systems more broadly (Wallerstein & Duran, 2006). To do this, participatory research intentionally combines education with research such that mutual learning and sharing takes place across all research partners, community participants, and institutional professionals alike (Chavez et al., 2008). Fundamentally, empowerment in participatory research involves a commitment to social action among research partners to address immediate community-identified concerns or needs and to increase the community’s capacity to address that need (McIntyre, 2007). Examples of participatory research strategies that work to empower communities include community advisory boards, community health workers, participatory-action research like youth participatory action research (YPAR) and World or Community Cafès.

**Empowerment in Participatory Research**

Empowerment, defined as “the process of enabling people to increase control over, and to improve their health” (World Health Organization, 2017, Brief 5), draws conceptually from a wide range of fields—community psychology, organizational studies, public health, and social work (Zimmerman & Eisman, 2017). Empowerment-based research approaches involve supportive processes through which participants increasingly gain and exert control over their lives where social justice, social change, and sustainability are prioritized as inherent potentialities of the research effort (Morton & Montgomery, 2011). As an orientation for
engagement to address the racial health disparities, empowerment’s multilevel, synergistic functionality holds potential to meet and remedy the systemic nature and consequences of structural racism. Premised in ecological perspectives, empowerment is conceptualized as interactional processes and outcomes that exist on multiple, interdependent levels of analysis—individual, family, or group, organizational or program, and community levels (Perkins & Zimmerman, 1995; Zimmerman et al., 1992). The individual level (or what is also called psychological empowerment) is defined as one’s belief in their capacity to exert control over their sociopolitical environment. Individual level empowerment involves a critical analysis of one’s social position related to power, privilege, access to resources, their ability to identify gatekeepers, to act or participate in resolving issues that impact their life (Zimmerman, 1990; Zimmerman & Rappaport, 1988). It is through active participation, critical awareness, leadership, and advocacy in organizations and community that an individual becomes empowered and why the organizational and community level analyses are often referred to as “empowering” or “empowered” (Christens, 2011; Laverack, 2006; Laverack & Wallerstein, 2001; Peterson & Zimmerman, 2004; Zimmerman & Warschausky, 1998).

Organizations or groups are said to be “empowering” if they provide opportunities for people to collectively exercise control over their lives and ‘empowered’ if they have demonstrated success influencing legislation or offering effective, responsive service provision (Wallerstein, 1993). Similarly, community empowerment is often defined in terms of opportunities for organizational and individual participation in the collective efforts that improve quality of life through self-determined and self-identified problems and responses (Chavis & Wandersman, 1990). Given the multilevel, synergistic nature of empowerment, empowerment-based research is especially pragmatic for addressing racial health disparities among African
Americans because it holds potential to meet the multidimensional, dynamic nature of its cause—structural racism—towards not only alleviating deleterious health outcomes but to remedying the underlying social inequities that give rise to them.

Challenges With Empowerment in Participatory Research

Researchers using participatory methods recognize the importance of critically evaluating dynamics of participation and engagement between communities and research professionals to examine the degree to which research processes are equitable and empowering (or inequitable and disempowering). Yet progress towards evaluating empowerment efforts has been slow. It is multilevel, interdependent, context specific structure and trans/interdisciplinary use has resulted in a lack of consensus in its operationalization as well as its measurement (Brandstetter et al., 2014; Cross et al., 2017; Cyril et al., 2015; Lindacher et al., 2017; Rissel, 1994). For example, participatory researchers conducted a systematic review that focused on the use of quantitative scales and found that much of the health literature research (85%) measured empowerment at the individual level but not at organizational and community levels using such standardized tools (Cyril et al., 2015). Other efforts to reconcile evaluation concerns include the work of Brandstetter et al. (2014), who found that a variety of qualitative methodological approaches were used to evaluate experiences, concerns, and constraints of empowerment. Scholars have also noted the need for adequate study designs, methods, and indicators in advancing the development of effective empowerment approaches (Cross et al., 2017; Lindacher et al., 2017; Sandoval & Rongerude, 2015). Lindacher et al. (2017) conducted a systematic review to capture both the evaluation procedures being used and the advantages and disadvantages associated with them. They found that empowerment-based studies typically use self-designed or modified scales. Like Cyril et al.’s (2015) systematic review, the studies in Lindacher’s review included
indicators that captured individual-level competencies and motivations related to empowerment, whereas indicators of organizational and community empowerment were less common. Taken together, these findings confirmed that stance of early empowerment theorist Rappaport (1987) who asserted that empowerment can only be truly evaluated on a case-by-case basis. Indeed, much of the literature concerning the operationalization and measurement of empowerment concludes that the context-dependent nature of empowerment may render the development of standardized measurements an unrealistic objective (Brandstetter et al., 2014; Cyril et al., 2015; Lindacher et al., 2017).

**A Review of Participatory Research With African Americans**

A literature review was conducted to get a sense of how participatory research is currently being used to empower African American communities to address racial to address racial health disparities. Studies included were limited to those conducted after 2010 when the severity of disproportionate health burdens for ethnic and racial groups warranted the institutionalization of the Center on Minority Health and Health Disparities (National Institute of Health, 2010). The review yielded a final set of 28 studies that had an exclusive focus on African American populations (50% or more of sample), included the word “empowerment” in their description as detected by general search in social science databases, used participatory research engagement strategies, and addressed a racial health disparity. Upon reviewing the studies and specifically evaluating the noted processes used to activate empowerment, six of them reported solely on the impact the intervention had on the health disparity of interest—that is, these studies gave no details pertaining to processes, process measures or process outcomes associated with the participatory research strategies they used. The remainder (22) that documented their participatory research processes varied greatly in the amount of detail they reported. For
example, some provided in-depth descriptions of participatory strategies and evaluated their impact on participant communities, whereas others gave only scant details of these strategies (e.g., reporting only the number of community health educators trained, or the number of steering committee meetings held).

Of primary concern to this research was the empowerment-related content of these studies. This content was synthesized to understand what types of participatory research strategies are being used and how they are being used to empower African American communities. Many of the studies demonstrated the dynamic, synergistic properties of empowerment by aiming efforts at multiple levels of engagement. Twelve of the 26 studies sought to impact the individual and community levels simultaneously and six the individual-group-community or individual-organizational-community levels. In terms of specific participatory strategies used, eighteen of the studies cited the use of community-based participatory research (CBPR), nine trained and employed community health workers, and nine used some form of community advisory board. The next section briefly outlines some of these strategies and makes recommendations for additional ones to use with African American communities.

**Participatory Research and Community-Based Participatory Research**

Cited most often among the reviewed studies and used in conjunction with other participatory activities was CBPR. The literature describes CBPR as an umbrella term for participatory research strategies; in fact, some may even say the two terms are synonymous. CBPR is an investigate process that “begins with a research topic of importance to the community with the aim of combining knowledge and action for social change to improve community health and eliminate health disparities” (Minkler & Wallerstein, 2003, p. 6). It is
characterized by several defining characteristics: it (a) emphasizes colearning between academic and community partners where both are exposed to and transformed by the research process; (b) places intention on capacity building beyond conducting research—oftentimes this means a commitment to training community members in research processes; (c) ensures that knowledge and resulting data be equitably beneficial across research partners; and (d) includes a statement of long term commitment to reduce disparities (Israel et al., 2005). Given the overwhelming similarities in the definitions of participatory research and CBPR, this research study agrees that CBPR, like participatory research, aims to empower community partners.

**Other Participatory Research Methods—Community Advisory Boards, Community Health Worker, and Participatory Action Research**

Although the term CBPR seems to indicate a general approach to participatory research, what begins to distinguish the reviewed studies from each other was their employment of specific strategies. Community advisory boards, the community health worker model, and participatory action research (PAR) models were participatory research strategies used in the reviewed studies. Community advisory boards (CABs) use a structured form of empowering African American through community organizing. The composition of a CAB usually reflects the target community where members share commonalities across one or several aspects of identity, interest, experiences, history, language, or cultures (Israel et al., 1998). Moreover, the multidisciplinary composition of CABs represent various sectors depending on issues of interest (e.g. residents, service providers, clergy, local activists) and oftentimes they assume a leadership role in a CBPR partnership (Newman et al., 2011). The key role of the CAB is to ensure that the voices and concerns of community members are prioritized within the research or project agenda (Manjunath et al., 2019). To accomplish this CABs provide a formalized infrastructure
responsible for advising on appropriate and respectable research or project activities (Chene, 2005). The community health workers (CHW) model employs “natural helpers” or “community members who work almost exclusively in community settings and who serve as connectors between health care consumers and providers to promote health among groups that have traditionally lacked access to adequate care” (Witmer et al., 1995, p. 1055). Indigenous to the community, they serve as culture brokers who embody the ethnic, linguistic, socioeconomic, and experiential characteristics of the target population. Further, CHWs provide an emic understanding of the cultural strengths of the community that inform and direct intervention content and implementation (Love et al., 1997). It should be noted that CHWs and CABs are often situated as specific engagement techniques within CBPR efforts. CABs and CHWs work to build capacity towards sustainability and self-reliance within broader CBPR efforts to ensure that research project’s impact transcends its immediate, short-term goal of reducing a specific health outcome.

Also documented in the reviewed empowerment-based studies was the use of participatory research that calls for a more grassroots, community derived or grounded approach, PAR models. These participatory research strategies are unique from the more traditional CBPR, CABs and CHW models in that they intentionally centralize exchanges where researchers and participants engage in collaborative, reflexive processes aimed to deepened understand historical, cultural, and local contexts of health, and to stimulate community action for immediate improvements in health for the participant community (Baum et al., 2006). These strategies seem to get at the root of empowerment in more tangible and profound ways. This root approach is particularly salient for research with African American populations given the persistence of health disparities perpetuated by researchers entering Black communities, gathering data, and
leaving without providing feedback or without the research having any positive noted effects on
the lives of the members of that community (Shoultz et al., 2006).

From the review, these more grassroots, social action-based participatory research
strategies are underused as means to address health disparities in African American populations
as there were only two, a community-based participatory action research and YPAR among the
reviewed studies. Unfortunately, Austin and Harris (2011), who cited community-based
participatory action research as a means to investigate the viability of a health ministry
committee role in addressing health disparities through education did not delineate the processes
involved in the engaging participants, providing no evidence on how and in what ways
community-based participatory action research acted to empower the participants and how
community members might have benefited from the participation.

On the contrary, the Abraczinskas and Zarrett (2020) is exemplary detailed account of
empowerment-based research as it depicted several informative aspects of empowerment,
illustrating the “how” of such research processes. Aimed at addressing disparities in physical
activity among African American adolescents residing in urban areas who attended
underresourced schools, they sought to explore both YPAR as a general means of afterschool
care and YPAR with a physical activity engagement component to activate individual
empowerment and systems level change. Abraczinskas and Zarrett demonstrated that
incorporating an action-based participatory approach prioritizes empowerment on all levels
(individual, group, and community) thereby initiating change that addresses both the youth
determined needs, values, and interests, as well as larger systemic barriers to achieving and
sustaining individual and group outcomes.
Community Cafès to Address Racial Health Disparities for African Americans

Although not used in any of the reviewed studies, the Community Café model is an empowerment, action-based participatory research strategy that holds particular value in partnering with African American communities to address racial health disparities. Community Cafès are a derivative of World Cafès, a specialized unique civic engagement model characterized by a set of semiformalized, loosely structured implementation guidelines undergirded by the Wiser Together Principles (World Café, 2019; see Appendix A), which foster constructive, authentic dialogue and allows for patterns of collective intelligence and wisdom to emerge through the sharing of experiences. Through careful attention to and maintenance of these elements an environment that engenders the cross-pollination of thoughts among participants is created. In this safe space, all participants are regarded as experts of their own lived experience where the aim is not to reach a consensus but welcome and engage diverse perspectives towards cocreating innovative solutions (MacFarlane et al., 2017). Specifically, the Community Café model involves the convening of individuals and organizations to conversationally share about topics that are relevant to the local experience and to develop strategic plans toward solution (Yankeelov et al., 2018).

Given the intentionality of the method to center the perspective of participants and to move into action, Community Cafès are considered a valuable tool in activating empowerment-based research efforts with African American communities to address racial health disparities. Until recently the Café model has been typically used in business and organizational settings as a means to facilitate strategic planning efforts and promote conversational leadership (Fullarton & Palermo, 2008). Researchers are beginning to document its utility with vulnerable and disenfranchised populations such as with rural, older adults who have diabetes to explore their
perspectives on health promoting behaviors related to diabetes (Yankeelov et al., 2018); with youth living with bipolar disorder to explore effective self-management strategies (Noack et al., 2016); with community-dwelling older adults to examine their views and preferences regarding seeking and receiving fall-prevention information (Khong et al., 2016); with residents in an older adult living facility to elicit their perceptions of effective relationships in institutional care (Roos & Toit, 2014); and with parents of children with severe disabilities to examine the viability of parent-led community conversation as a means to inform inclusivity for children and youth with disabilities in school, work, and community life (Carter et al., 2012).

However, there is a dearth of the documented use and evaluation of Community Cafès with African American populations specifically. Attending to this gap in the literature, my colleagues and I (Robinson et al., 2023) recently published research that evaluates the utility of Community Cafès as a participatory tool to engage African American community members who have had experience with the child welfare system. Well-documented in the literature, African American children experience disproportionally higher CPS investigation rates, foster care entry rates, and longer foster care stays (Dettlaff & Boyd, 2020). Our findings highlighted the ways participatory research models, like the Community Café, can be used to center community voice through the intentionality to recognize and attend to issues of power and the creation of safe spaces within the research engagement process (Robinson et al., 2023).
Chapter 3: Theoretical Orientation and Empowerment Frameworks

This chapter begins with a brief overview of CRT to explain the importance of exploring and discerning the specific empowerment experiences of participatory research used to partner with African American communities. Then I review and synthesize the key processes of empowerment from various participatory research frameworks in the research literature.

Introduction

At the root of racial inequities and their resulting disparities in this country is the fundamental issue of power. Understandings how and why empowerment approaches in research engagement serve to alleviate racial health disparities for African American communities requires a consideration of power, the multiple ways it manifests, and an illustration of how it is exerted by different domains of society—that is, the way in which dominant social structures seek to maintain status quo and subordinate communities resist and deconstruct restrictive impositions. Foucault offered a critical analysis that acknowledges oppressive mechanisms that perpetuate racial hierarchies and social inequities as well as locates and centralizes the capacities of communities as a vital impetus of change (Rainbow, 1991). To do so, he explained power as both repressive and productive. Repressive power includes acts of institutionalized mainstream structures that work to control and subjugate people’s access and opportunities related to education, employment, living condition and other determinants of life quality. Power as productive is said to generate, activate, or “produce” versions of realities, perspectives, and truths that when exerted by mainstream oppressive structures operate to disguise or normalize repressive power dynamics through the creation and maintenance of institutionalized hierarchies of privilege, access, and advantage (Chavez et al., 2008). Importantly Foucault noted that a type of productive power is also exerted by subordinate communities and works to challenge and
resist oppressive structures by actualizing the capacities of the communities to effect change and bring about outcomes that improve their quality of life (Tilley, 1990). Community-productive power is paramount to the empowerment-based research paradigm as it gives shape to and informs research that addresses health disparities by way of ensuring that solutions are relevant and responsive. Community-productive power is the fuel that activates participatory research strategies, and meaningful change is realized and sustained beyond the scope of research engagement. The remainder of this chapter discusses CRT as a tool to dismantle oppressive power structures that exist both within research engagement and as racial health disparities. Also discussed are the existing frameworks of empowerment currently being used within participatory research.

**Critical Race Theory as Guiding Framework for Using Empowerment to Address Racial Disparities**

CRT has increasingly been taken up and applied in several disciplines to analyze, deconstruct, and address the causes and consequences of racism in shaping the social, economic, and health outcomes of African Americans. Used more as a guide or orientation for research, CRT calls for the exploration into the ways in which racialization contributes to the problem of interest while prioritizing how one’s social location (or place in the social hierarchy as it relates to power) informs the perspectives from which one views the problem (Ford & Airhihenbuwa, 2010). Further, CRT prioritizes the perspectives of those who have been marginalized by racialization as the central means to understanding how inequities persist. Distinctive from other theoretical frameworks, CRT expands past the mere observation of inequities and calls for direct, immediate action to eliminate them (Daftary, 2018).
CRT asserts several major tenets that positions researchers to engage in processes that challenge and address structural racism in a comprehensive and dynamic way. CRT holds that racism is endemic in our society and that much of the progress made by antiracism efforts in producing changes in legislation and social practices has only been advanced and maintained when the interests of White people happened to converge or align with those of the racially oppressed. CRT also emphasizes race as a social construction and draws attention to the ways that White power structures have racialized different minority groups at various times in history. Further it stresses intersectionality and anti-essentialist stances, upholding that research must acknowledge and attend to the multiple, overlapping, and intersecting identities associated with race that necessarily shape and complicate the life experiences of racialized individuals. (Delgado et al., 2017). By definition, participatory research engagement is a means by which researchers can actualize CRT in their collaborations. Moreover, the current study orients itself within CRT because it seeks to center the African American experience of empowerment to extrapolate a set of guideposts for others to use when seeking to empower Black communities address racial health disparities.

**Review of Existing Empowerment Frameworks**

Notwithstanding the above-mentioned inconsistencies in measurement, a handful of scholars have offered frameworks that describe the essential processes involved in empowerment-based engagement. Basic social processes can be defined as the “fundamental patterns in the organization of social behavior as it occurs over time” (Glaser, 1978, p. 106). Synthesizing these concepts helps to theorize how the use of participatory research empowers (or disempowers) African American communities. Although the majority of the frameworks found in the literature set forth very general processes (Akom, 2011; Braithwaite et al., 1994;
two were specifically designed for African Americans with the goal of empowering communities in addressing racial health disparities (Akom, 2011; Braithwaite et al., 1994; Braithwaite & Lythcott, 1989; Braithwaite et al., 1989). The following section provides a synthesis of empowerment processes found across these frameworks.

**Transacting Power**

Empowerment-based frameworks implicitly posit that empowering is a transactional process involving the distribution of power across research partners—the professional or institutional partner and the community partner (Akom, 2011; Braithwaite et al., 1994; Braithwaite & Lythcott, 1989; Braithwaite et al., 1989; Kasmel & Andersen, 2011; Labonte, 1994; Laverack, 2001; Laverack & Wallerstein, 2001; Rifkin, 2003; Wallerstein, 2002; Wallerstein, 2006). In fact, all the other processes are rooted in the dynamic of power. To highlight how this dynamic occurs, Labonte (1994) explained *empower* as both a transitive verb—where *to empower* involves bestowing power on to others as an enabling act or sharing of power; and as an intransitive verb—“to gain or assume power”—that involves power that is seized by individuals and groups. In conventional research spaces, the professional partner is the controlling actor, the one who defines the terms of the research interaction, whereas the relatively disempowered partner, the community, is seen as the recipient of the professional partner’s action. Yet, in empowerment-based participatory research spaces, “empowerment exists only as a relational act of power taken and given in the same instance” (Labonte, 1994, p. 256) and is defined or applied intransitively toward the professional partner and the community alike. As the professional partner assumes or claims more power for themself, they do so with the intent to transform
oppressive social structures rather than advance self-interests by ensuring that power can be taken or assumed by the community partner. Thus, the process of empowerment is one that mutually empowers both the professional partner and the community (Braithwaite et al., 1989) and is distinguished as power with as opposed to power over (Labonte, 1994). Labonte delineated,

Power over relies upon the [seemingly] reality of things—diseases, health behaviors, risk factors…. Power with looks to the reality of lived experiences in the language, images, and symbols that people use to give voice to them. Power over tolerates others’ views. Power with respects others’ views, trying to understand them within the context of the others’ life. Power over tries to educate others to his terms, his ways of viewing the world. Power with tries to find some common ground between what she knows, and how she talks about it, and what communities know, and how they talk about it. (p. 256)

Activating Participation

Participation is also a foundational process that undergirds subsequent processes of empowerment. It is defined as the active involvement of individual and groups in larger organizations, and the involvement of individuals, groups, and organizations in community. Participation exists on a continuum (Kasmel & Andersen, 2011; Laverack, 2001). Likened to Arnstein’s (1969) ladder of citizen participation, it involves conceptualizing community members’ input and control as increasing levels of power within the research project. Explicating this further, Wallerstein (2006) synthesized the research that outlines how participation functions across the three levels of empowerment (individual, group, or family, organizational or program, and community) that generate processes and outcomes to impact health. Coining the term “participatory empowerment strategies” (p. 8), Wallerstein named key facilitators of
participation central to activating empowerment (which we will see are reflected in subsequent processes of empowerment) that included engagement of local leaders, lay health workers and social movements or political will, the use of culturally informed, relevant, and effective interventions, partnerships between local communities and academic institutions, government agencies, or NGOs, and the promotion of effective leadership.

**Establishing and Maintaining Partnership**

A fundamental mechanism of empowerment framework, partnership signifies a cooperative joint interest across community and the professional or institutional participants that establishes the research project’s efforts in the community. Partnership also entails added support from the institutional participant to the community in establishing and organizing community coalitions, boards, steering committees, voluntary alliances, etc., forged to help address community problems (Braithwaite et al., 1994; Laverack, 2001; Rifkin, 2003; Wallerstein, 2002, 2006). Such collaborations are especially effective and beneficial for empowerment beyond the scope of the initial research effort because they provide a means to strengthen individual partners by sharing responsibilities, tasks, and resources (Laverack, 2001).

**(Re)Energizing Critical Consciousness**

Another operative element of empowerment is the process of awakening or energizing the critical consciousness of participants. Referred to as *asking why* in Laverack’s (2001) nine domain approach to empowerment, critical consciousness involves formal and informal educational process of emancipation for all research partners. Community and institutional partners alike become subjects of their own learning when they are invited to critically assess social, political, economic, and other contextual determinants that impact their social positioning and experiences related to the research project’s aim (Akom, 2011; Laverack, 2001). Drawn
from Paulo Freire’s (1973, 1976) three-step methodology of popular education, critical consciousness involves an iterative and cyclical process: (a) deep listening to understand felt issues or themes related to experiences of contextualized oppression; (b) reflective dialogue that engenders critical analyses of factors (personal, cultural, institutional) that contribute to the problem(s) that the research project addresses; and (c) sociopolitical action that is community determined, initiated, led, and maintained to bring about remedy and solution (Akom, 2011; Braithwaite et al., 1994; Laverack, 2001; Wallerstein, 2002)

Promoting Leadership

Related to participation, leadership in empowerment frameworks is the process by which efforts are made to promote Indigenous leadership that is reflective of community partner (Braithwaite et al., 1994; Kasmel & Andersen, 2011; Wallerstein, 2006). Often, within conventional research contexts, leadership is exogenously determined in that professional or institutional partners usually initiate such projects, are often seen as having the necessary expertise and management skills to execute research activities, and have access to material resources that support the research project’s goals. In contrast, empowerment-based frameworks maintain a pluralistic approach to leadership selection. Such a process involves a deliberateness to convene both positional leaders (formally elected and appointed) and reputational leaders (those who informally serve the community)—an act that optimizes the potential for sustained impact on empowerment (Laverack, 2001).

(Re)Distributing Resources

Another mechanism of empowerment frameworks is the (re)distribution of resources. As a demonstration of power with, (re)distribution of resources is processes where both material and intangible assets are transferred. This transferal could include offering of tangible incentives for
community participation in projects (Braithwaite et al., 1994) or contributions from the professional or institutional partner in the form of money, materials, and human resources to the community (Braithwaite et al., 1994; Laverack, 2001; Rifkin, 2003). (Re)distribution of resources also includes time and energy contributions of the community partner in the initiation, implementation, monitoring, and evaluation of the research project. Although less tangible, such contributions situate target community partner as researchers, shifting their role and power from “users to choosers” (Rifkin, 2003, p. 176).

Building of Capacities

Across empowerment frameworks capacity building is cited as an essential activity of empowerment. Overlapping with other processes, capacity building means the institutional partner conducts activities that include infrastructure support, promotion of skill development and critical awareness, cultivation of inherent expertise, advancement of leaders, and provision of financial support (Braithwaite et al., 1994; Kasmel & Andersen, 2011; Laverack, 2001; Rifkin, 2003). It also involves dissemination of information regarding good practices and evidence-based approaches as well as the sharing of information that will increase understanding of concepts, determinants, and theories associated with the research project’s target outcome (Kasmel & Andersen, 2011). Further, capacity building includes resource mobilization in that empowerment frameworks seek to strengthen and extend the community’s ability to negotiate and gain access to resources, sourced both internally and externally (Laverack, 2001). Finally, capacity building requires attention to sustainability where strategic planning involves resource development and is conducted to maintain organizational structures, programs, and efforts that support any resulting health or well-being gains (Rifkin, 2003; Wallerstein, 2006).
Sharing in Decision-Making

Empowerment frameworks also promote the use of democratic processes to empower community partners. This empowerment involves intentional protocols to engage a community in the decision-making process (Laverack, 2001) and attention to bidirectional communication (Braithwaite et al., 1994). It also means that intentional actions are taken to ensure that community partners have shared control in all aspects of the research process including defining wider problems, planning, implementation, evaluation, finances, administration, reporting, and conflict resolution (Laverack, 2001; Wallerstein, 2006).

Ensuring Cultural and Local Relevancy and Responsivity

Also central to empowerment orientations are activities that integrate and reflect the community partner’s values, perspectives, and patterns of social interaction within the research engagement process (Akom, 2011; Braithwaite et al., 1989; Wallerstein, 2006). Additionally, these concerted efforts aim to understand cultural context in which the research develops and ensures that the resulting initiatives or projects or programming is culturally responsive (Wallerstein, 2006).

Cultivating Safe Spaces

Another essential process of empowerment frameworks is tending to relational or social dimensions of research engagement environment. Safe or domination-free spaces provide an openness and transparency in communication where partners feel comfortable sharing their stories and opinions without the fear of judgement or punishment (Labonte, 1994). Creating and maintaining safe spaces involve cultivating a sense of belonging, connectedness, and personal relationship within and across partners (Akom, 2011; Kasmel & Andersen, 2011; Laverack, 2001; Wallerstein, 2002).
Empowerment Frameworks for African American Communities

Of the empowerment frameworks reviewed, two offered specific foci on processes to empower African American communities. The health promotion resources center (HPRC) (Braithwaite et al., 1994; Braithwaite et al., 1989) and the Black emancipatory action research (BEAR) models (Akom, 2011) are distinct from other empowerment frameworks in their relevance and importance for engaging African American communities to address racial health disparities. Formally acknowledging and recognizing racism in the articulation of their framework, Braithwaite and colleagues and Akom explicitly called for prioritization of research acts or engagement that (re)build trust and promote healing and love.

Acknowledging and Recognizing Racism

Both the HPRC and BEAR models recognize racism as a distinctive health challenge for Black people. The frameworks call for an understanding of structural racism and how it shapes power and empowerment for African Americans in research engagement. The HPRC model sees powerlessness as a “structural problem that is embedded and reinforced by the fabric of our social institutions” (Braithwaite & Lyncott, 1989, p. 282) and the BEAR framework prompts the research partners to deal with questions of contemporary Black mobility from the perspective of structural racism (Akom, 2011). Both models call for intentional antiracist processes that reflect the specific context of the community partner and the health disparity being addressed, to be embedded within the research project. Although this process is related to energizing critical awareness, these two frameworks explicitly diagnosis the underlying problem of health disparities for African American as structural racism and thus see empowerment as a means to solution.
(Re)Building Trust

According to Braithwaite et al. (1994), empowerment-based research holds a unique utility in attending to the distrust African Americans have of institutions. Given our country’s legacy of structural racism (including discriminatory, exploitative, oppressive, and dehumanizing research and system practices) and the resulting, proportional level of extreme distrust African Americans have of systems and institutions, the HPRC framework emphasizes that empowerment researchers be intentional about gaining entry and building credibility within African American communities (Braithwaite et al., 1994). Rifkin (2003) also spoke of the importance of institutional accountability in empowerment work such as mechanisms that ensure the (re)allocation of resources and decisions that benefit the community partner (e.g., chartering of polices that make it transparent how equity and empowerment will be attained) but falls short in acknowledging that such actions are needed as a direct response to structural racism within both research practice and systems more generally.

Tending to Acts of Healing and Love

Although nearly all of the empowerment frameworks for participatory research reviewed emphasized the importance of a culturally relevant or culturally responsive research engagement processes, the BEAR framework compels researchers to be even more intentional about addressing the particular needs of African American populations and the consequences of structural racism they have endured by implementing research engagement strategies that both heal and mobilize communities from the impacts of racism (Akom, 2011). The BEAR model calls for all aspects of the research process to be centered, located, oriented, and grounded exclusively in the African American and Black perspective. To achieve this the framework is rooted in the work of critical ethnographers, scholars, and activists such as Carter G. Woodson,
St. Clair Drake, W.E.B. Du Bios, and Mary McLeod Bethune, and the African-centered scholarship of intellects such as Cheikh Anta Diop, Frantz Fanon, and Marimba Ani. Although the first three core principles of BEAR (structural racism, intersectionality and the social construction of knowledge, and the development of critical consciousness) are reflective of other foundational empowerment frameworks, its fourth principle is unique and requires researchers to center the experiences, voices, and needs of African American and Black populations in culturally responsive ways that places emphasis on aspects of healing and love. These additional core principles originate from Indigenous and African values and ways of being—in particular ritual and community. Healing specifically is central to the empowerment of African American populations because of the historical trauma White supremacy has inflicted (and continues to inflict) on Black communities. Akom (2011) used Peck’s (1998) the definition of love—“the will to extend oneself for the purpose of nurturing one’s own or another’s spiritual growth” (p. 148)—to explain the relevance of love in the BEAR framework. Love is conceptualized as self-determination and is situated as an essential process of the model. The framework intends to elicit deeper, restorative responses that resonate with African peoples in ways that heal and transform the social, political, psychological, and economic wounds from historical legacies of slavery (Akom, 2011).

**Conclusion**

This chapter presents the theoretical orientation and frameworks that substantiate an exploration into the perspectives, meanings, and experience of Community Café participatory research engagement with African American communities. The explanation of a CRT perspective underscores the centrality of empowerment as the key component of participatory research efforts that seek to address racial health disparities. Moreover as a CRT orientation
explains the importance of centering the actual experiences and voice of African American communities in exploring the empowerment process in participatory research. The synthesis of the empowerment processes from previous research provides a starting point to explore empowerment experiences within research engagement specifically for African American communities.
Chapter 4: Methods

Introduction

This chapter describes the research methods used in the study. After an overview of the study is presented, the research aims and questions are restated. Next, I discuss the investigative approach and consider how the guiding theories and frameworks informed the choice of methodological strategies. Then I describe the study’s community partner, the study context, and the collaborating projects in which the participatory research took place. The remainder of the chapter outlines the data collection procedures and analysis and concludes with my positionality statement.

Study Overview

The overarching goal of the study was to generate a set of PREGs for use with African American communities by exploring experiences of empowerment in participatory research. The study partnered with two St. Louis based initiatives, PACT-STL and Project LAUNCH that use the Community Café model to collaborate with African American communities experiencing high levels of risks associated with threats to child safety and well-being. The Community Café model, an adapted participatory research method, is one of the central ways PACT-STL and Project LAUNCH collaborate with African American communities to develop multilevel interventions aimed at reducing community and family risks and strengthening protective factors, while also partnering to address immediate community concerns related to child abuse and neglect.

The study proposed the following research aims and questions:

Aim 1: Explore the experiences of empowerment within Community Cafés used to collaborate with African American communities toward informing the development of PREGs.
RQ1: What are the empowerment experiences related to participating in Community Cafès with African Americans communities to address racial disproportionalities in child welfare?

RQ2: How can the perspectives and experiences of Community Café experiences improve the empowerment process within Café Community?

Aim 2: Generate a set of PREGs for research collaborations with African American communities to address racial health disparities.

RQ3: What are key considerations or guideposts for using participatory research to empower African American communities to address racial health disparities?

Investigative Approach

I found CGT, a derivate of classical or traditional grounded theory (GT), to be the most appropriate to answer the research questions and theorize about the specific empowerment processes within the Community Café model used with African American communities. Multiple variants of GT evolved from Glaser and Strauss’ (1967) foundational work *The Discovery of Grounded Theory: Strategies for Qualitative Research*. They shared signature characteristics and distinguish grounded approaches from other descriptive and categorical qualitative methods. GT involves a systematic and iterative way of collecting and analyzing qualitative data aimed at depicting social processes and implying theoretical formulations *grounded* in data (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Researchers using grounded methods are interested in how participants’ behaviors are shaped through social interactions and the meaning people give to their experience in natural settings (Glaser, 1978). GT is also rooted in pragmatism in that it places emphases on meaning and action about the phenomenon with relevance to those involved (Charmaz, 2014).
Processes are essential elements of discoveries for grounded theorists. In GT there is a central process associated with the phenomenon of interest that is usually denoted by a gerund (a verb ending in *ing*). Around this central process, a constellation of distinctive conditions, strategies, actions, and practices or subprocesses cluster to effect human action and meaning (Clarke, 2003). For the current research, I proposed that the central process was that of empowering from which the subprocesses were discerned. Of noteworthy mention, GT aims to develop a theoretical analysis of human action and meaning that is often used to inform policy and practice (Charmaz, 2014).

Given that empowerment involves an active, transactional exchange between the community and institutional or professional partners, GT methods are ideal for depicting the processes of PREGs of Community Cafès. Moreover, GT assumes that these processes emerge from the interactions of participants, thus making it an emergent method of inquiry. Emergent approaches are described as “inductive, indeterminate, and open-ended” (Charmaz, 2008, p. 401) that seek to understand events as they unfold and integrate knowledge as it accumulates.

More pointedly, the ways in which CGT differs from its antecedents are what makes it an ideal methodological approach for this study. Although more classic GT approaches take an objective stance of reality within a postpositivist paradigm as with Glaser’s classical GT or subjective frame within an interpretivist paradigm as with Corbin and Strauss’s systematic-evolved GT, Charmaz’s CGT is situated within a constructivist paradigm that draws on aspects of both post-positivism and interpretivism (Chun Tie et al., 2019; Levers, 2013). CGT posits that meaning is co-constructed through the interaction of the interpreter and the interpreted or the researcher and researched (Levers, 2013). It starts from the assumption that all social reality, including the research engagement space, is “multiple, processual, and constructed” (Charmaz,
2014, p. 14) and holds that true meaning-making is strongly influenced by both the phenomenon of interest itself (Levers, 2013) and by the historical, social, situational worlds and arenas in which it transpires (Charmaz, 2017; Clarke, 2003). Moreover, grounded theorist Clarke (2003) asserted that a constructivist approach to GT inherently holds interactions or negotiations, as fundamental social process of human action, such that “negotiations constitute discourses that also signal micro-politics of power as well as ‘the usual’ meso/macrostructural elements—power in its more fluid forms” (p. 557). CGT’s stance on the coconstruction of reality through negotiation means that emergent insights emanate not only from the phenomenon being researched but also from condition of the research, and the positionality of the researcher. Charmaz (2008) maintained “the research product includes more than what the researcher learns in the field. Whether or not researchers are conscious of what they bring to the study or of the conditions under which they conduct it, constructivists contend that all become part of the research process and product” (p. 160). CGT as an emergent method acknowledges the influences a researcher’s specific discipline and experiences as pertinent factors in its inductive reasoning to understand the empirical world. Unlike conventional research methods or traditional GT, CGT researchers aim to make it explicitly known that they themselves are embedded in research process (Charmaz, 2008).

These characteristics of CGT are especially important and relevant given the study’s CRT orientation and focus on empowerment. CRT maintains that research endeavors must be attentive to the social worlds and arenas of the structural forces of racism and the ways in which they influence every aspect of research—from problem selection and hypothesis formulation, variable and method selections selection, participant recruitment, data collection and analysis, to dissemination and how results will be used. The ontological and epistemological presuppositions
of CGT answer this call of CRT by supporting interrogations of positions of privilege and presumed authority within the research process (which in turn encourages and promotes researcher reflexivity) (Charmaz, 2014). Furthermore, Charmaz’s (2014) constructivist approach speaks to and reflects the reciprocal, transactional nature of empowerment, which itself can be considered a negotiation. Finally, CGT stresses social contexts, interactions of knowing and learning, sharing viewpoints, and interpretive understanding (Charmaz, 2014).

Other notable characteristics of CGT that support its selection as the methodological choice for this study is its suggested use of the literature in supporting the research endeavor. In keeping with philosophical underpinnings, classical GT restricts reliance on extant literature concerning the phenomenon of interest until later stages of the research process (Glaser, 1978) and evolved GT makes accessing extant literature permissible early in the research process (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Alternatively, Charmaz (2014) maintained that accessing the literature helps the researcher “claim, locate, evaluate, and defend [your] position” (p. 305) and findings. CGT suggests that a review of the extant literature be conducted at the beginning of the research process, during data collection, and after data analysis. The current study reviewed empowerment-based frameworks in order to distill how empowerment processes are being conceptualized in the research literature. Charmaz referred to this gathering of information as the “disciplinary ideas to guide research” and terms these “sensitizing concepts” (p. 30). Sensitizing concepts are broad terms that give researchers initial but tentative ideas about what areas to pursue with their inquiry, helping them to develop their ideas about the processes that they define in their data. Charmaz asserted that sensitizing concepts be used as “points of departure” (p. 31) to help the researcher study the phenomenon of interest while remaining open to an exploration of it. Additionally, sensitizing concepts can aid in forming interview questions, act as a filter
from which to look at data and listen to interviewees, and provide a position from which to think analytically about the data (Charmaz, 2014).

**Study Context**

**Community Partner and Community Context Description**

The study used an ongoing, established relationship with long-term community partner, Vision for Children at Risk (VCR). VCR is a nonprofit with the mission to promote the well-being of children, families, and communities in the St. Louis region. Focusing primarily on communities impacted by socioeconomic and racial inequity, VCR compiles indicators of child wellness based on risk factors identified by the CDC that are linked to child abuse and neglect. These risk factors include child, parental, familial, and community levels of inequities. I served on a Washington University in Saint Louis-Brown School research team that partnered with VCR on grants to help support the implementation and evaluation of several community projects.

VCR assigned a risk rating to zip codes. VCR identified 13 out of the 18 zip codes in St. Louis City and nine out of 45 in St. Louis County as having an increased level of risk factors, rating them as *severe*. Compared to other zip codes in the region, St. Louis City has a large population of children who are at an increased risk for abuse and neglect. Moreover, the St. Louis County zip codes identified as at risk are demographically similar to St. Louis City at-risk zip codes. The severe at-risk St. Louis County zip codes are in the bottom 10 zip codes for median family income and are majority (more than 60%) African American. These compare with 15 low-risk County zip codes that are less than 3% African American. Given VCR’s (2022) latest report, there are significant disparities based on race and class in St. Louis City and County, resulting in the unequal distribution of need across the region.
Collaborating Projects

I collaborated with two VCR initiatives that aim to address family and child well-being in the region: PACT-STL and Project LAUNCH. The purpose of PACT-STL is to support the development, implementation, and evaluation of child-abuse prevention strategies to improve the safety, stability, and well-being of families through a continuum of community-based services and supports. The purpose of Project LAUNCH is to promote the wellness of young children, from birth to 8 years of age, by addressing the social, emotional, cognitive, physical, and behavioral aspects of their development. Although the two initiatives have distinct purposes, they share overlapping goals related to supporting the overall well-being outcomes of children, youth, and families by partnering with communities to develop and improve strategic coordination and collaborations across family and child serving systems. Toward achieving this goal, both PACT-STL and Project LAUNCH use the standard and adapted or expanded versions of the Community Café model both of which follow the guidelines specified in the model’s wiser together guiding principles (World Café, 2019; see Appendix B). The expanded version incorporates the use of subsequent Community Café Working Groups, which evolved out of the initial implementations of the Community Cafés and still adhere to all Café engagement principles and guidelines.

Data Collection Procedures and Analysis

Sampling Strategy

The central data collection activity of the study was intensive, in-depth interviews. Prior to commencing any data collection activities, I obtained approval from the Washington University Institutional Review Board. CGT encourages the use of purposive sampling for the recruitment of participants. Purposively sampling involves the intentional selection of
participants based on their ability to elucidate a specific theme, concept, or phenomenon (Morse, 2007). Eligible study respondents were 18 years of age or older, participated in at least one Community Café used in either the PACT-STL or Project LAUNCH and were English speaking.

Regarding sample size for GT studies, scholars have recommended various sample sizes to reach saturation for qualitative research. Creswell (2007) suggested a sample size between 20 to 30 participants, although Morse (2007) warned that predetermining sample size might bias analysis. Guest et al. (2006) noted that high levels of homogeneity can reduce the need for large sample sizes and that saturation can be reached with as little as six participants. Finally, Charmaz (2014) maintained that reaching saturation should focus on the quality of data rather than on sample size.

**Recruitment**

At the time of the study, I worked on a Washington University in Saint Louis research team that collaborated with VCR on various projects including the evaluation of multiple Community Cafès for both PACT-STL and Project LAUNCH projects. Given this experience, I established connections with PACT-STL and Project LAUNCH staff and volunteers, as well as African American parents and community members who have participated in the Community Cafès. I leveraged my existing relationships with both VCR administrative staff and Project LAUNCH and PACT-STL project managers to access potential research participants and I attended and participated in the ongoing Community Cafès for PACT-STL. To facilitate recruitment for the study, I was allowed to present a recruitment flyer at the end of the PACT-STL Community Cafès and allotted time to address attendees and provide verbal details about the study. The flyer contained pertinent information including the purpose and aim of the study, the 90-minute projected length of the interview, the $50 Amazon gift card incentive for
participation, a link where interested participants could schedule, and my contact information (see Appendix B). Although Project LAUNCH was not conducting Community Cafès at the time of data collection, I also met with the director to identify potential research participants. Additionally, one of VCR PACT-STL project staff members helped to identify potential participants and reached out to them on my behalf to see if they would be interested. She connected me via email with anyone who expressed interest.

**Data Collection Procedures**

Intensive, in-depth interviews were conducted to explore experiences of empowerment processes among Community Cafè participants. According to Charmaz (2014) intensive interviewing is a way of generating data for qualitative research which uses an informally guided, semistructured, one-sided conversation that explores research participants’ their personal experience with the research topic. It also includes observations of the respondent’s nonverbal responses (e.g., display of emotions and body language). To deepen exploration, intensive interviewing relies on open-ended questions which allows the researcher to form in-the-moment inquiries based on respondent’s answers (Charmaz, 2014). In support of this exploration, a researcher must invest time and attention in building rapport to create an open and interactional space in which respondents feel comfortable relating their experience (Faux et al., 1988).

To begin the process of data collection, I composed a preliminary draft of the interview guide using the sensitizing concepts derived from previous empowerment-based frameworks. Next, I collaborated with two PACT-STL lead staff (who are also parent and community member Café participants) in its further development. They provided insight and feedback concerning structure and language of the instrument toward ensuring the likelihood it would resonate with respondents. Moreover, as within CGT’s research process, the interview guide
continually evolved as new directions and questions emerged throughout data collection. Examples of questions from the interview include: From what you have observed, what Café actions/efforts are taken to help build leadership among parents and community member participants? What things do you think influence (have an impact on) the level of trust parents and community members have in the Cafés? and How do the Cafès promote healing for African Americans? The interview guide can be found in Appendix C. In total, 16 intensive in-depth interviews were conducted to explore perspectives, meanings, and experiences of empowerment among Community Café participants (N=16).

Respondents were given the choice whether to be interviewed in-person or over Zoom video-conference software. All 16 respondents chose to have their interview conducted via Zoom. During the consent process, participants were assured that they could stop the interview at any point. Permission was requested to record the interview and respondents were given the option to choose their level of comfort with allowing or disallowing video during the interview. Interviews took between 65 minutes and 3 hour and 10 minutes to complete. No follow-up interviews were conducted. Respondents were compensated with a $50 Amazon gift card for their participation. Audio recordings of the interviews were stored on a password protected computer and accessible only to the me and the dissertation committee. The transcription service Rev.com was used to transcribe the interviews. Cleaned and masked transcripts were also stored on a password protected computer.

**Data Generation and Analysis**

As stated, the study used the CGT analytical methods as described by Charmaz (2014), which involve two coding phases—initial and focused, with a possible third phase—theoretical coding, as well the use of the constant comparison methods and memo writing. These iterative
strategies keep the researcher interacting with data and help to foster the emergence of processes and theoretical formulations of the data.

Figure 1 depicts the analytic methods used in the study. Purposive sampling techniques were used to recruit the initial round of respondents (n=10). Using the qualitative analysis software NVivo to help manage and organize the data, an initial but malleable coding structure was devised from gerund-type sensitizing concepts found in the empowerment research literature. Then using line-by-line coding, initial codes or themes were incrementally defined, compared, and redefined within and across transcripts. This process included both constant comparison method, which uses inductive and deductive reasoning to compare and categorize data to refine theoretically relevant categories, and memo writing to help generate ideas in formulating codes (Charmaz & Thornberg, 2021). After reflecting on how these data were taking shape and noticing their specific direction, I decided that I needed to return to the field elucidate emergent insights. I sought out the help of one of the VCR PACT-STL staff research collaborators and using theoretical sampling, we identified additional participants who we thought could speak to these emergent insights that seem to be coming forth. Six more interviews were conducted. In the focused coding phase, I made determinations about which initial codes made most analytical sense to classify the data concisely and began condensing and sharpening the organization of data by raising the initial codes to level of conceptual abstraction, essentially deciding which initial codes I wanted to keep, expanded upon or collapse (Charmaz & Thornberg, 2021). With a final sample size of 16, saturation was reached as patterns and similarities emerged across interviews.

Although advanced coding techniques such as theoretical coding and story-lining are commonly used by grounded theorists, Charmaz (2014) cautioned about the use of these
analytical tools. Theoretical coding is described as a way to relate your substantive codes or categories to each other thereby increasing their explanatory power (Birks & Mills, 2015; Glaser, 1978). Story-lining, in particular, is a technique used to help identify gaps in an emergent framework or theory that further clarifies and connects categories and concepts and thus helps to build a story of the core phenomenon. To achieve this, grounded theorists weave the fractured story back together again into an organized whole theory by returning to the data (and maybe even to the field) to refine the story line (Chun Tie et al., 2019). Yet Charmaz warned that when superficially applied, researchers (and in particular new GT researchers like me) run the risk of imposing a framework from previous literature on to their analysis instead of letting it emerge from the participant voice. Charmaz suggested that a much more organic process be allowed to take place, maintaining that after focused coding is conducted, “What you need to emerge from the studied empirical world and the analytical sense you make of it” (p. 151). Taking this advice in consideration, after completing initial and focused coding, I determined that an attempt at theoretical coding would be premature and that more field work needs to be conducted before such analytical processes be applied.
Figure 1

Constructivist Grounded Theory Methodology

Note. Applying constructivist grounded theory methodology to this study’s data collections and analysis process. From Constructing Grounded Theory by K. Charmaz, 2014, Sage Publications.

Positionality Statement

It has been suggested that the act of reflexivity, a component of qualitative inquiry in which the researcher provides contextualization of intersecting relationships between the participants and themself increases the creditability of research findings and deepens readers’ understanding of their work (Berger, 2015; Dodgson, 2019; Teh & Lek, 2018). Berger (2015) stated that reflexivity “means turning of the researcher lens back onto oneself to recognize and take responsibility for one’s own situated-ness within the research and the effect that it may have
on the setting and people being studied, questions being asked, data being collected, and its interpretation” (p. 220). Deemed a central way qualitative researchers ensure rigor by fortifying the trustworthiness of their results (Berger, 2015; Dodgson, 2019; Teh & Lek, 2018), reflexivity involves understanding the role that the self plays in the creation of knowledge. It also includes self-monitoring the ways in which biases and personal philosophies, values, and experiences impact the research, while maintaining a balance between the personal and the universal (Berger, 2015). To capture and express reflexivity, researchers develop positionality statements, where they attend to their position along the emic–etic continuum as it relates to research participants (that is, emic as the insider or internal perspective, and etic as the outsider or external perspective) (Savin-Baden & Howell-Major, 2013). An important part of the positionality statement, especially as it relates to this study, is an acknowledgment and assessment of power differentials that are inherent in all research-participant relationships (Grove, 2017). Because this research study sought to understand empowerment processes within the Community Cafès, as the PI I held the ultimate control of determining the results of the study. I asked research participants to do something that involved giving of themselves under pretenses that are inherently imbalanced and without their equal control over the outcome. Not surprisingly, participatory research methods, when conducted appropriately, minimize these power differences (Dodgson, 2019). Here I present my positionality statement where I attempt to recognize and deliberate on how various aspects of myself potentially complicate the research process and impact the findings.

Several aspects of my identity, past and present, influenced my emic and etic perspectives of the research, which complicated and impacted this dissertation study. I am a middle age, working-class African American woman who lives and works in one of the
predominately African American zip codes that has been rated at risk by VCR for child maltreatment. Moreover, I have worked extensively on the PACT-STL project helping to evaluate the use of Community Cafès as an effective engagement strategy and have assisted distally evaluating the use of the model with Project LAUNCH. Through this work, I have come to know many of the project staff, volunteers, and parents and community members who participate in the Cafès. Additionally, over the past 6 years I have worked for three local agencies in different capacities (community-based position as an intensive in-home specialist and a developmental trauma therapist for children and families involved in the child welfare system). These roles consisted of providing a hybrid service (case management and therapeutic crisis intervention) to families at risk for child removal due to escalated concerns of child abuse and neglect; and providing long term therapeutic interventions for families impacted by trauma. In fact, I have referred parents who I have encounter in these positions to PACT-STL and Project LAUNCH. I see these current identities influencing and compromising my work in the empowerment space of research methods. As an evaluation team member issues of power and privilege in terms of holding the “expert” role have and will continue to impact how Café participants perceive me and regard my actions and statements. As an African American woman from an at-risk community targeted by the interventions, I sometimes find myself holding a belief that I have special knowledge and experience of the issues that face our communities, sometimes over assuming the degree to which I can relate to the experiences of families. One thing makes me notably different from other parent and community members is that, unlike many, I made a deliberate choice to live in my community. Because of the mobility my education and other factors have afforded me, I can leave this community whenever I choose. My current work as developmental trauma specialist and previous work as an intensive in-home
specialist have also influenced how I perceive myself and relationships with VCR professionals, parent and community member, and agency and service provider participants. I am often in conflict. Having been a service provider in the field, I find myself examining the gaps in service provision and sometimes instinctively placing blame for inertia in system change on the lack of responsive policies and the research that advances them. Sometimes I find myself rendering them completely responsible for keeping African American families in powerless positions. But then, at the same time, having been privy to research spaces, I have experience of the slow-moving train that is academic bureaucracy and scientific advancement. I realize that there are times I struggle with balancing the real identities of privilege and oppression that coexist for me as a Black woman, community resident, academic, and service provider.

My past identities and experiences, including past contact and involvement with child welfare systems, also bias how I view the difference between parents and professional Café participants. I became a mother at the age of 16 and found myself navigating child welfare systems to help support my first born. In my early 20s, raising four children alone, a child abuse and neglect report was made concerning the well-being of my children. I remember feeling extremely frightened at the thought of having my children taken away from me. I also remember feeling intimidated, powerless, and angry at having to participate in monthly unannounced visits of the case worker. I realize that these experiences have made me more likely to have unconditional, unquestioned positive regard for parent and community member participants and lesser so for VCR staff and volunteers who may not have lived experience with child welfare systems. And I realize that it is my duty to be reflective in recognizing how these experiences influence my investigative directions across all aspects of the research process—from framing the research inquiry, substantiating the need for my research, what I choose to include in the
literature review, to formulating research questions, selecting methods, and contextualizing findings. I am reminded that I need to be mindful not to unconsciously foster an underlying energy of opposition and “us-against-them” mentality between parents and community members, and professional and institutional participants. Further I needed to recognize and explicitly acknowledge how my roles as an academic and service provider might influence what I bring and see in the research and the ways in which they might advantage me in voicing and forcing or overlaying my perspectives and values onto the experiences and voices of the study respondents.
Chapter 5: Findings

Introduction

In this chapter, I present the research findings from the study. The first aim and research questions involved using a CGT approach to interview participants of Community Cafés, which were used to collaborate with African Americans to explore their experiences of empowerment and ways to improve these experiences. This yielded five primary themes and five subthemes of empowerment. The second aim and research question were focused on using these identified themes to generate a set of participatory research empowerment guideposts or PREGs to be use in research engagement with African American communities to address racial health disparities. Six PREGs were derived. The following sections present both set of findings.

Respondent Characteristics

Although the study was primarily focused on the empowerment of African American parents and community members, I also interviewed Café participants who were service providers as well as PACT-STL and Project LAUNCH staff. This was done in an effort to gain a broader perspective on factors influencing the experiences of empowerment for Black communities. All study respondents identified as women except for one. Their ages ranged from 29 to 77 years with an average age of 53. Respondents reported attending from two to 100 Community Cafés, with an average of 18. In terms of their participation roles reported, eleven respondents stated they attended and participated in the Cafés as a parent or community member, two as community agency representatives or service providers, two as employees of VCR, and one person reported that they participated as some combination of these roles. Nearly all the respondents reported they were participants in the Community Cafés hosted by PACT-STL. Table 1 presents characteristics of respondents.
Table 1

*Characteristics of Study Respondents*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>27–77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American/Black</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Cafés attended</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2–100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation role</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent or community member</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agencies or service providers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCR employee</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination of roles</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Themes of Empowerment From Community Cafés**

The following section presents the five primary and five subthemes of empowerment processes that emerged from the interviews with Community Café participants (see Table 2). It should be noted that given that the study’s interview guide was developed using sensitizing concepts from existing frameworks of empowerment, and that the Community Café model is based on the wiser together principles (World Café, 2019). The findings included what I
expected to see as it relates to empowerment within participatory research engagement in general. Although I report some of these similarities, I focus primarily on highlighting the experiences of empowerment that are unique and critical for African American communities. To contextualize the thematic processes of empowerment, quotes from respondents are presented and pseudonyms are used to protect their identity. Additional contextualization information about participants is added when possible. For some respondents, identities and circumstances were so unique that they could be reidentified. Given that respondents agreed to participate as long as they could remain anonymous and confidential, any information that may lead to their identification is excluded.

Table 2

*Themes Empowerment from Community Cafés Participants*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Sharing &amp; Learning in Power</th>
<th>Seeding Safety—Nurturing Trust</th>
<th>Fostering Equity Through Power Sharing</th>
<th>Honoring and Centering the African American Experience</th>
<th>Strengthening the Impact of the Café</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subthemes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restricting Trust &amp; Safety</td>
<td>Inhibiting Power Sharing</td>
<td>Reflecting Racial and Cultural Identity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Prioritizing Discussions about Racism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Centralizing Healing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sharing and Learning in Power**

As expected, the way in which power was demonstrated, negotiated, and used was a central thread throughout empowerment themes from the Community Cafés. Power and control were unevenly shared across Café participants with VCR project staff and parents and community members identified as having the most power in stewarding collective efforts for meaningful change. Community agencies and service providers were said to demonstrate the
least amount of power and control in that many did not to openly participate, were not as vocal, did not initiate input, and engaged only when approached. This dynamic was paramount in shaping the experiences of empowerment and is resonant within the themes that follow. In general, power was described as the interdependency of Café activities and contributions and experienced as mutually beneficial acts of sharing and learning. The central activities of VCR project staff included execution of the Cafés toward supporting the full participation of African American parents and community members (e.g., providing technical and administrative support). Parents and community members prioritized the most salient issues for their community such that their shared lived experience served as specific content for the “broad descriptors” (Alex) put forth by VCR project staff and nuanced details about service provision for community agencies and services providers. Their stories detailed how Black families navigate social programs and policies which community agencies and services providers then took back to their respective organizations and networks to consider how might their specific practices and procedures impact the access and effectiveness of service provisions. Additionally, through sharing lived experience families provided mutual aid for other parents and community members faced with similar challenges, while community agencies and services providers answered questions from parents and community members on how to best respond to these challenges within the current system of services. As one respondent, Melissa, a parent participant whose family has had tenuous encounters with the child welfare system explained, this synergetic interdependence of activities and contributions was especially important related to interactions with the Children’s Division.

They use it [lived experience] because a lot of times they do have people from the Children’s Division and other places come in during the meetings. So, they’ll listen to our
stories. And sometimes they’ll actually give us feedback on how if in the future something does happen again, what we can do. And then just basically how to better deal with those situations. There are parents that do know how to better deal with those situations and can provide the rest of the parents with that same information. So we’re not just helping VCR or PACT-STL, we’re also helping each other during those meetings.

As she highlighted, power in the Cafés was redistributed by way of participants sharing and learning, and experiencing the value each participant adds to the Café space. This is especially pertinent for African American families and communities who have historically been exploited and devalued in research spaces.

**Building Trust and Creating Safety**

Attending to how power manifests in research engagement spaces requires that there be a primary focus on trust between participants and that a degree of safety be established. Thus, efforts to build trust and cultivate safety within the Cafés required consistency and transparency. Although these qualities were expressed most simply, yet powerfully through actions typical of Community Café engagement (e.g., co-creation of the Café Agreement, Café “harvest” or systematic, intentional sharing of ideas across participants), the Cafés shored-up these two aspects toward *building trust and creating safety* for Black communities in particular.

Specifically, consistency in reemphasizing or reiterating the Café agreements related to confidentiality was critical for participants to be supported in feeling safe to share. Further, consistency and transparency in making and reporting progress on the Café Action Plan also encouraged trust among parents and community members. Too often researchers extract lived experiences from African American communities with no tangible felt change or improvement
for the immediate community. As Melissa explained, being consistent and transparent about how their stories were being used increased their trust in the Cafés.

   Just another way is just letting us know what is happening with the information. We’re not doing this for no reason.

By presenting progress to participants, illustrating in concrete ways how the Cafés were executing planned action, parents and community members were assured that their information and contributions were being used toward the Café goals in meaningful ways.

   Power imbalances often impede communication such that building trust and creating safety need to be supported by ease and comfortability in communicating. Communication among African American parent and community member participants was characterized by feelings of validation—being seen and understood by each other. In particular, parents and community members felt “more comfortable” (Sarah) and safe communicating given the racial reflectiveness or shared racial identity of Café attendees. This comfort arose because the majority of attendees, whether parents and community members or community agencies and service providers, were also African American. In particular, the interactions among parent and community member participants were characterized as uplifting and liberatory, and conveyed a mutual respect that exemplified their ability and desire to listen to each other without forming a biased opinion or judgment. As 52-year-old parent, grandparent, and community member Shaurice, who participated in 10 Community Cafés, described, this honest, nonjudgmental expressive exchange heartened feelings of encouragement via reciprocal acts of listening and sharing.
Oh, very comfortable. They’re willing to listen. Again, some like to share opinions, but I think because once again, it’s a safe space. They are open to communicate with others and almost to the point of encouraging each other, which is really nice.

And as Cecil, a 73-year-old service provider participant who works with African American parents in a local community agency to advance their social economic mobility observed, this felt encouragement helped to extend connections and create relationships which in turn strengthened trust and safety within the Cafés.

I observed them [parents and community member] over the years. They bond with each other. I’ve observed them exchange phone numbers. I’ve observed them share different resources that some other mom didn’t know about… some of them connected with each other and they bonded— ‘just call me, I’ll give you the number of the person to call about that.’

Power differences or imbalances in the Cafés demanded intentional strategies. The communication and interactions between parents and community members and VCR Project staff and some community agencies and services providers was described as relatable, supportive, and methodical. In addition to VCR project staff being intentional about staying connected between Cafés (e.g., via personal phone calls and emails) which ensured that participants felt valued and supported, they were also intentional about conveying information in a respectful, non-condescending, non-patronizing, relatable way. Further, the methodical, structured quality of VCR project staff’s communication was also noted as promotive of trust and safety. Given that many of the African American parents and community members who participated had experienced unforeseen traumas in the child welfare system, it was critical that
their Café experience entailed a degree of certainty. This was illustrated by Cecil’s description of parents and community members’ awareness of systematic nature of Café activities.

They’ve been informed of how this is going to flow. But anyway, I think that because they’ve had some pre of what, what’s going to happen here in the next hour and a half or two days or whatever the event may have been. They’ve had some type of what it’s going to look like.

Power dynamics can inhibit or threaten “freedoms to comment” (Satir, 1984) such that choice emerged as fundamental to building trust and ensuring safety within the Cafés. In addition to strategies typical of Cafés that ensured choice related to communicating (e.g., allowing choice in regard to Café Agreements, choice in mode of communicating—orally, using Zoom chat feature, or emailing) VCR project staff’s prioritization of help instead of consequence ensured that parents and community members felt like they had a choice to contribute. As Sarah, a 29-year-old mother who also volunteers with several community agencies that support African American families explained, parents and community members chose to share their personal stories of the barriers and challenges they faced while providing for their families, without worrying about consequences.

Honestly, I feel like providing that safe space for us parents to be able to share without any consequences of sharing. I feel like that in itself is creating a safe space and even though certain parents might be on edge, the more that they come on, the more comfortable they may get and then they may open up and share their story.

This freedom of choice is especially salient for Black families and communities whose ability to choose to share has been often taken away or dismissively ignored in research engagement spaces as well as in systems more broadly.
Restricting Trust and Safety

Power differences in the Cafès complicated how actions were viewed and interpreted. It was overwhelmingly noted that community agencies and service providers hesitated to make verbal comments in Cafès because they may not have necessarily known how to convey ideas and thoughts about certain topics in a way that demonstrated cultural sensitivity and understanding. Casey, VCR project staff who previously worked as service provider conjectured that providers were quiet because of the desire to remain respectful of parents and community members’ lived experience. They also speculated that some may have even taken personal offense to parent and community members’ negative descriptions of child welfare provider encounters.

It’s that they don’t want to, you don’t want to harm the parents, so you’ll stay kind of quiet. Or sometimes your feelings could be hurt because of some of the things they say. …But I think that’s a level of understanding of where families come from. You know, have to be able to be cool with that. Because people have a right to their own opinions...And their experience is their experience. And we’re not supposed to disregard their experience and their feelings.

Stacy, a new Café participant but seasoned child welfare service provider described that community agencies and service providers felt that their safety was not necessarily a priority given that Café discussions predominately consisted of parents and community members recounting contentious encounters with Children’s Division and other child welfare agencies.

So I feel like at this time, because of hearing, even with being just the two of them and hearing that session of I wanted to vent, even though VCR still provide what it is that they provide, the parents still to me, in a sense, dominate with the whole venting session.
I know a lot is put onto the feedback you have, what you have to be dictated in the group to be able to help the group understand what we’re here for and how to gather this knowledge. But at the same time, they still give that opportunity for you to be able to, you know, give the feedback. So I’m okay with it, but at this point me speaking is irrelevant. That’s how I feel in this. And it’s irrelevant because they’re not listening because it is going to cause a change and me change? …Why [should] I change? The system needs to change.

Misunderstanding related to experiences of interacting with child welfare systems caused tensions to run high and resulted in trust and safety being compromised. Parent and community member participants perceived community agencies’ and service providers’ reluctance to communicate and refusal to acknowledge their lived experience as dismissiveness. And as Beth 42-year-old parent participant who has also worked as VCR project staff explained, this degradation of trust and safety was starkly apparent for incidences of tenuous exchanges between African American parents, community members, and Children’s Division participants.

That day, when the parents were speaking out about what happened with them and how the Children’s Division took their kids and the Children’s Division was like “No we didn’t. That’s not what happened”… all hell broke loose that day. Like look, yeah. Hold on. You going to tell her what happened to her? Hold on. I mean it like, all hell broke loose… the professionals were in denial and told the parents that that’s not what happened. That’s not what we do. I was like, what I, I’m going to just leave that alone was really, it was really discouraging [with resignation and frustration] …Oh well from that one situation I told you some of their comfort level went from very confident to if
you going to have somebody telling me that I know what happened to me didn’t happen to, well I don’t know now.

Fostering Equity Through Power Sharing

Because of the inherent power differences across Café participants, efforts to promote leadership, establish partnership, and share in decision-making with African American communities pointed to the comprehensive act of fostering equity through power sharing. Ensuring democratic processes was a central way the Cafés fostered equity. Although Community Café protocol included activities that supported the full participation of attendees (e.g., assigned notetakers to collect participant input for the larger Café harvest of ideas, solicitation for the Café workgroup participation, individual encouragement and support for parent and community member leadership), key acts were specific for the African Americans’ experience of empowerment. (Re)distributing and increasing access to resources were considered critical for parents and community members being (and feeling) supported in taking on active roles as change-makers. Through the Cafés, parents and community members had access to resources and services that supported them in attending to the well-being of their families, freeing up physical and mental bandwidth to participate. Additionally, the Cafés also provided access to personal development tools and skills (e.g., effective communication and critical thinking skills) that helped to bolster participants’ comfortability in power sharing. Finally, voting a fundamental democratic process and historically a hard fought right for Black people, was cited as a central way power was shared. As Tracy, 42-year-old parent, community member, community organizer, and who at one time was also an employee of VCR highlighted, voting along with other strategies that supported structured and safe communication were the primary means to promote partnership and share decision-making.
I think voting allows African American families to really, I mean, parents to really weigh in. There are opportunities for everybody, they called it the open mic where people who want to say something, they could get up and say something and they were instructed by others to active listen, do not give judgment, you not give feedback, do not interrupt, maintain “I” statements and the story so that person, whoever is sharing can feel comfortable sharing and everybody else is able to share. If they also [feel] comfortable to share, there are really no right or wrong answer. And when it comes to making a decision on what the next steps are to answer, I mean to make sure that everything is equitable, it’s always a vote. Everybody has an opportunity to vote. And so I think those are some of the decision-making practices that I’ve seen in the community Café.

The Community Café also worked to advance equity through power-sharing beyond the Café into the wider African American community. Pre-Café focus groups held in various Black neighborhoods were used to gain the perspectives of parents and community members about direction of Café. Additionally, as participants learned about resources that supported child and family well-being, they shared this information and empowered other families. Moreover Arlene, longtime community member participant who often helped to cohost Café, described how Café involvement and participation helped her to develop leadership skills that bolstered her confidence such that she felt inspired and competent to act as a community leader and join or partner with other community organizations and programs.

It [Café participation] kind of got me doing that because I found out by learning from VCR you know how to speak to people and how to do this and how to do that. And I think that what kind of led me to be like, oh wait a minute, life bulb on popped out of my head. Go into the community, go to the commissioner’s meeting. So they’re professionals
and you’re not so what there is that at? And so I think that kind of learning from VCR
gave me confidence enough to show up and go there always as an outspoken person. But
I never probably would’ve even thought about going to like, oh I’m going to go to the
commissioner meeting and tell ‘em about my neighbor that had this issue and these
people downstairs…. So I think VCR helped me, guide me to seek help to go to
commission’s meeting, confront and do emails to housing authority.

*Fostering equity through power sharing* was also a result of the Cafés being known as a
central place where parents and community members connected and solicited input and
participation for their own community-based organizations and events, and where local African
American leaders and community figures promoted their various efforts. Moreover, as Tracy, a
seasoned Café participant, shared, the Cafés provided an avenue for parents and community
members to be approached by and partner with other community organizations, which further
concretized them as experts and leaders in their communities.

And so those are some of the partnerships that I see where Project Launch [Cafés] tries to
connect parent leaders with organizations who are looking for consumer-based
involvement, I mean the grassroot involvement with community leaders with lived
experiences.

Finally, through their Café involvement, parents and community members were invited to
join PACT-STL’s or Project LAUNCH’s Parent Advisory Councils. Members of these
formalized groups not only attended community wide meetings that sought to address
widespread and pervasive issues related to child abuse and neglect and mental health, they were
also asked to participate in advocacy activities like traveling to Jefferson City alongside VCR
project staff for events like Child Advocacy Day.
Inhibiting Equitable Power-Sharing

Imbalances in power were represented as aspects of the Cafés that inhibited or impeded equitable power-sharing with African American communities. It was reported that some parents and community members may have struggled with skills needed to fully participate and contribute to the Cafés. They experienced feelings of inadequacy and insecurity related to contributing in the Cafés because of the lack of public speaking skills and the use of conventionally accepted speech. Discrepancies about certain Café protocols may have also discouraged participation. For example, parents and community members who participated in the Cafés where from communities with an increase of risk factors associated with child (e.g. poverty, unemployment) and questions about whether the Café stipend amount adequately reflected what they thought was sufficient for their participation and challenges related to having too many problems and proposed solutions to sort through toward determining what is possible and what is plausible (Tracy) for the Café to focus on were barriers that may have deterred full participation. Relatedly, change efforts in Black communities to address the myriad of racial health disparities are often disjointed and ineffective. Casey, a VCR employee who lives in one of the African American communities with elevated risks for child abuse and neglect, highlighted how external constraints such as Café efforts not being known to the wider community and the tendency for local change efforts to be siloed as major barriers to equitable power sharing with African American communities.

I think that as in the community, I think we still got a lot of work to do with making an actual impact within the community. I think a lot of people don’t know what the work we do or what this could do. It could be to them, it could be just another work group. It could be just another somebody else meeting and nothing happening. So I wish that we had a
bigger impact in the community than what we do. And that’s coming from my personal experience. I live right here, so I know. I know.

**Honoring and Centering the African American Experience**

The Cafés demonstrated that power was generated and restored as efforts to honor the Black experiences are centralized. Respondents noted that the aspects of the Cafés that reflected and honored (or did not reflect and failed to honor) African American culture were experiences of racial reflectiveness, collective healing and expressions of love, and the failure to directly address critical issues like racial discrimination.

**Reflecting Racial and Cultural Identity**

Martha, 67-year-old PACT-STL grandparent participant joyfully expressed what about the Cafés reminded her or resonated with Black culture was *all the Black people I see*. Also reflective of Black culture was the use of music that resonated with African American attendees, as well as invitations to participate in movement, such as stretching and breathing that were sometimes included as part of the Café warm-up activities. And the way parents and community members expressed themselves was also reported as a keyway the Cafés were reflective of Black people and culture.

And the harvest of how we speak with that St. Louis country twang. And so when the harvest comes out and it’s written on the board, just reading like wow, she said that, she really did say that” [both interviewer and respondent laugh].

Here Beth, parent participant who has also worked as VCR project staff, highlighted that these organic exchanges seemed to be uncoordinated or uncoerced, and free of performative code-switching and showed the unique way African American people communicate with each other.
Prioritizing Discussions About Racism

Interestingly, most of the respondents indicated that racism and the impact of racial discrimination on African American communities were not directly discussed in the Community Cafés. The majority of respondents reported “We haven’t talked about that yet in my group” (Darlene) and “Well I didn’t really hear no—nothing about no race, racism in the Café” (Marquita). This line of questioning seemed to evoke strong feelings of concern that while experiences of racial discrimination were implied through the described contentious encounters between African American parents and community members and the child welfare system, it was not explicitly acknowledged as a result of racism (interpersonal and structural). The omission of racism and racial discrimination as an explicitly discussion topic in the Café can be understood as a result of its ubiquitous permanence in society. As Casey, VCR project staff expressed,

I don’t think we’ve ever, it’s not really said. It might be implied, but I don’t think that people say because I’m Black that this happened or because I’m Indian this happened or this happened. I don’t think that ... parents more might say—imply it, but nobody, I don’t think [it] has ever really connected the dots that is could be what’s going on. And I don’t think so when I’m thinking about conversations, I don’t think people ever actually say it.

Respondents went on to make pertinent suggestions about how to incorporate discussions about race into the Cafés. Generally, they agreed that maintaining a safe space for communication was central to any discussion about racism. Café participants need to be given the choice ahead of time whether they would like to participate in a Café focused on racism. Moreover, because racism evokes strong feelings and reactions, they asserted that more time be allotted for a Café aimed at discussing it. Cafés need to educate participants on the necessity of discussing racism as it relates to the purpose of Community Cafés and emphasize the connection
between structural racism and resulting outcomes for African American families and children. These discussions should also highlight statistics that illustrate racial disproportionality toward further contextualizing parents and community members’ lived experience. And as Beth, a parent participant who has had several tenuous encounters with the child welfare system suggested, given the traumatic, and sometimes racially motivated encounters Black families have had with child welfare systems, when appropriate and safe, conversations about racism and racial discrimination should also include representatives from Children’s Division.

The Cafés can bring the head of Children’s Division and the head of this state, the governor, to the table and have them to acknowledge the data that is there. That’s clearly not lying, its data, having them to acknowledge and try to make amends with it instead of trying to sweep it under the rug or turn the blind eye act like they don’t see it. Cause the data’s there.

**Centralizing Healing**

Given these traumatic experiences of Children’s Division and other organizations, respondents also identified ways the Cafés worked to bring a greater degree of healing to African American communities and suggested strategies to strengthen its therapeutic impact. The Cafés offered a space where gaining knowledge was a liberatory experience that rendered it a crucial part of reflecting and honoring the Black Experience as well as healing. In particular healing was experienced through learning new things and taking part in activities that promoted insight and reflection (e.g., “a-ha” moment activity and the one-word closing in which participants openly reflected on new insights they gained from their time in the Café). Additionally, the Cafés exposed participants to the use of concrete data that illustrated the scope of problems facing Black communities and families, specifically statistics on the increased risks of mental health
problems, experiences of child abuse and neglect, and subsequent encounters with Children’s Division. The Cafés also promoted healing by educating participants on their rights (e.g., the Know Your Rights brochure—a product of the Café workgroups). As Sarah, a 29-year-old parent participant who also volunteers with several community agencies that support African American families, indicated, teaching parents and community members about their rights increases their ability to advocate for themselves and their families.

I feel like it’s important for us to know because, if I’m being honest, a lot of people in the Black community just do not know their rights and this is why they get taken advantage of. You get your children taken out of the house, but little do you know they have to have certain things in order before they can take your children from them. We don’t really know--a lot of us in the community don’t really know our rights as African Americans because we’ve given up like, oh well, we Black anyway, we’re going to get discriminated against. What’s the point of knowing our rights? But no, putting your foot down and knowing your rights and advocating for yourself is important. And I feel like in these community Cafés we learn how to advocate for ourself and know our rights.

Through learning about Children’s Division protocols and their rights within those protocols, parents experienced healing relief and hope that bolstered confidence in their agency and belief that interactions with Children’s Division (and within systems more broadly) could be different.

A central way respondents suggested integrating more healing into the Café was to employ strategies to contextualize the Café as a therapeutic space, which included setting a positive tone and incorporating activities to help participants regulate and shift perspectives. For example, positive feedback and reframing could validate experiences of trauma while also help participants to see what could be the value of the experience (Stacy). And as Tracy, who has
attended the Cafés as a parent, a community organizer, and at one time a VCR employee suggested, the Cafés could also include periodic check-ins to gauge how participants are feeling in the space and offer a therapeutic segment, inviting participants to take part in collective grounding exercises at the beginning and conclusion of Café.

I’ll say, I’ll say maybe start with some grounding. Always start with the grounding. Allow people to check in on how they are showing up to the space. And then at the very end I call it temperature check to see how they’re leaving the space… Do the grounding. Asking people, check in with people, asking people how they’re coming into the space and then at the very end of the Café to see how people are leaving the space.

Strategies for suggested for healing also included a focus on cultivating intimacy and vulnerability. Respondents noted that Café hosts should be kind, inviting, and accepting, as well as socially adept at engaging a wide range of personalities such that they are willing to talk in more natural language (Alex) that resonates with a broader audience. Moreover, efforts to foster deeper connections and promote healing should be centered on expressions of love. Communal acts such as collectively defining and expressing love and sharing a meal together were suggested. This also included supporting the full participation of community agencies and service providers so that they would feel and comfortable to share their lived experience. As Casey, VCR project staff explicated, when community agencies and service providers share, the commonality in human experience is exposed which fosters genuine connections with parent and community members.

We just had a STL CANN workshop and it was all professionals and we did a mock Parent Café for them to witness. And just the transparency that the community partners, they participated…like we asked for four volunteers and we said, remove your
professional hat. Oh my God! And they all became parents and the way they expressed themselves, the transparency they gave, that’s what I would like to see even our community partners do within a Community Café. And some of the things those ladies said was the exact same things that our parents are experiencing. So it would’ve been excellent to have parents in there just to hear them express that they’re not alone. That’s what people were typing in there: You’re not alone. I was shocked that they were so transparent. You’d be surprised. I was like, whoa. We had a head-start teacher that was in there. It might’ve been an intensive in-home worker. I mean, they were professionals and they just let it out.

Respondents suggested that healing can also be promoted by establishing relationships with institutions in the African American community whose central focus is healing, such as the Black Church. Importantly efforts toward healing need to include cultivating safe interactions with entities that have historically caused harm to the African American communities. In this way, parents and communities are provided the opportunity to express and have their stories of discrimination and marginalization be directly heard and acknowledge by representatives from oppressive organizations. Sarah, a 29-year-old PACT-STL participant, explained how these interactions are especially salient for healing from traumatic encounters with Children’s Division.

I feel like we’ve been through so much as a people that the fact that you guys even took the time to create the Community Café is a sign of healing because you’re trying to merge the organizations that causes the offenses and the community and trying to come up with a solution. That’s ultimately going to bring healing in. Sometimes healing don’t come right away…sometimes it takes time for things to heal.
By encouraging representatives from Children’s Division to attend and to set aside their professional titles, the Cafés emphasize the importance of dismantling hierarchal communication and foster authentic relationship where healing can begin and true solutions sought.

**Strengthening the Impact of the Café**

Respondents indicated how the Cafés could better support, collaborate, and ultimately empower African American communities. Although they offered strategies that were indicative of improving Community Café processes in general (e.g., increasing the number and type of participant, offering the Cafés at different days and times to accommodate a greater variety of work and life schedules, revisiting the use of end-of-Café evaluation surveys) some recommendations spoke to what is specifically needed to strengthen the Café’s impact on the empowerment of Black communities. Suggested strategies involved increasing networking activities, such as exploring the various community avenues parents and community members use to voice and amplify their stories and deliver experiences (Tracy) toward creating relationships with these entities, thereby exponenitatiating the power of their stories. Additionally, families and communities’ productive power could also be bolstered by creating opportunities for parents and community members from different projects across VCR to meet up and network. The Cafés could also offer trainings to enhance cultural responsiveness, provide additional liberatory knowledge toward healing, and strengthen equity efforts. For example, Cafés could include “continuous education” for VCR project staff on how to engage families and how to help families be more transparent and tell their stories (Casey). Additionally, new participants could attend a Café orientation where they would learn about the origins of the Café model and how VCR has used it to partner with local African American communities. Each new attendee could be assigned a mentor to help them navigate their initial (and beyond) Café
experience ensuring that they felt supported in participating and contributing in the Cafés. And
trainings offered to parents and community members to bolster leader and partnership skills
could be made more beneficial by ensuring that they were offered by a local reputable entity
(e.g., the Brown School at Washington University or the University of Missouri St. Louis) from
whom participants would receive a certificate or credential of completion.

Several respondents suggested that in-person panel discussions be organized to take place
outside of the Community Cafés, where parents and community members could be supported in
further exploring Café topics and other challenges facing the Black community. This intentional
space could be used to collectively develop ideas for solutions among themselves without the
input of community agencies and service providers. It could also provide concrete exposure and
practice in activities that support parent and community members’ in increasing their experience
of leadership, partnership, and shared decision-making skills and interactions. Sarah, a 29-year-
old PACT-STL parent participant, summed up how offering leader and partnership trainings
along with opportunities for African American parents and community members to convene
provides a safe space to practice and test out new skills while discussing issues and arriving at
solutions among themselves.

I don’t know, the panel really speaks out to me. I feel like a panel would be really good
and I feel like as parents, a lot of us don’t have access to different things. There’s a thing
called Toastmasters that teach you how to speak and articulate in a way where it’s
professional. I feel like the Community Café does that and I feel like if we create a panel
for that, it will bring more people out because a lot of times, a lot of us, we are afraid to
ask for help. Some people struggle with reading, some parents may have learning
disabilities, and so sometimes it may be hard to try to come out there just out on our own,
but if you guys open the door with a panel, I’m pretty sure parents would be like, oh, okay, this gives us some type of role and now we feel comfortable where we could be open and be able to share. So I feel like that will be really good.

**Participatory Research Empowerment Guideposts for African American Communities**

To generate a tentative set of considerations or guideposts that help to centralize the experience of empowerment for African American communities within participatory research engagement, I conducted a thematic analysis on the experiences of participants in VCR’s Community Cafés. Table 2 depicts the PREGs for use when collaborating with African American communities to address racial health disparities. Each of the six guideposts has key principles that help describe its specific use in upleveling generic participatory research engagement to empowerment-centered participatory research for African American. Given that issues of power are at the root of inequities within the research engagement spaces and our society at large, there is considerable overlap and interdependency among all the guideposts. This means that as researchers attend to (or neglect) one, the others are affected. To further underscore the importance of seeing and treating everyone involved in participatory research engagements as co-creators and co-owners of the research process, I refer to those involved—American community members, academic or researchers, and other institutional and organizational participants as *research partners* instead of *participants*.
Table 3

Participatory Research Empowerment Guideposts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participatory Research Empowerment Guidepost-PREG</th>
<th>Seeding Safety-Nurturing Trust</th>
<th>Liberating Communication</th>
<th>Fostering Connections</th>
<th>Providing Supportive Acts &amp; Resources</th>
<th>Centering the Black Experience</th>
<th>Prioritizing Acts for Collective Healing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Principles</td>
<td>Consensus</td>
<td>Mutuality</td>
<td>Building relationships</td>
<td>Increasing access to resources</td>
<td>Cultural and experiential reflectiveness</td>
<td>Communal acts of LOVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>Vulnerability</td>
<td>Networking</td>
<td>Actualizing equity</td>
<td>Prioritizing discussions about racism</td>
<td>Truth and reconciliation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Predictability</td>
<td></td>
<td>Diversity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Seeding Safety-Nurturing Trust

African Americans have been valued as little more than research objects with little to no say in how research will take place in their communities. Moreover research efforts are not always transparent about the ways in which African American communities’ data will be used or the reality that research often has distal outcomes such that the immediate community participants may not experience any tangible improvements. Given this, special care must be taken to create a sense of safety within the research engagement space and to nurture Black communities’ trust in professional or institutional research partners. The first guidepost *seeding safety-nurturing trust* offers recommendations based in the principles of consensus, consistency, predictability, transparency, and choice. A foundational way to begin to foster a sense of safety and establish trust with Black communities is to implement consistency and predictability as structural components of the participatory research process. This is achieved by implementing the same basic activities at each research engagement session so that community member partners experience a degree of certainty. Another initial step in cultivating trust and establishing safety with Black communities involves centralizing or giving power to their collective voice by
using intention efforts to reach consensus on important aspects of the research project. One practical way this can be achieved is by collectively developing research participation agreements. These agreements consist of details outlining how research partners will interact and communication, as well as how about information will be shared and used. Toward providing transparency, the agreements must be written and expressed using the words and language of the community (related to the guidepost centering the Black experience) and each time the research team is convened, partners should be given the opportunity to provide their ongoing agreement with them. Choice and transparency are also reinforced by treating the participation agreements as a “living” document such that as power dynamics and differences within the research space are recognized and attended to, participants are asked if there is anything that needs to be added or changed. Implementing choice, consensus, and transparency within participatory research spaces with African Americans can also be accomplished by offering a stipend to community members for their participation and collectively coming to an agreement about the amount of that stipend. These actions help to build the trust of African Americans and convey that they are valued members of research project team. Finally, it is critical to provide reminders and be transparent about the ways in which their contributions and lived experiences serve as the impetus of change and inform action and solutions. This could be accomplished by providing consistent updates about the progress of research efforts.

**Liberating Communication**

Because of the inherent power imbalances in research spaces Black voices are often subjugated. Those aiming to do research in a way that is both equitable and empowering must focus intentional efforts on liberating communication. The recommendations included in this guidepost are based on promoting the principles of mutuality and vulnerability and highlight the
importance of making sure community member partners are engaged with and treated as equal partners in the research space. To accomplish this, steps to support and highlight the interdependent and mutually beneficial acts of sharing and learning across research partners need to be taken. Such reciprocity, especially between those who hold positions with conventional power differences (e.g., researchers or organizational partners compared to community member partners) requires significant vulnerability. To facilitate the mutuality and vulnerability needed for *liberating communication* the professional or institutional partner initiating the participatory research project should employ intentional, methodical, supportive strategies of communication. This means exhibiting qualities that are relatable, kind, and inviting, as well as promoting connection and familiarity among the partners. Those leading research efforts should be adept at engaging a wide range of personalities and use natural language that resonates with and is reflective of the community partner. Oftentimes this is best accomplished by inviting and supporting community member partners to take on hosting and leadership roles. *Liberating communication* also involves modeling non-condescending, nonpatronizing communication and providing opportunities to practice effective communication skills (e.g., active listening, being nonjudgmental, using “I” statements, refraining from offering advice). These actions help to promote vulnerability among research partners by establishing communication dynamics that respect and honor shared lived experiences.

Also central to encouraging vulnerability among African American community research partners is the assurance that the personal stories they share openly will be kept safe. One way to demonstrate this is to take intentional steps to reiterate the importance of confidentiality (e.g., by providing reminders periodically during research engagement). Moreover, the ability to be vulnerable signals just how much I, a research partner, believes we (myself and other partners)
are the same. Thus, attention should be given to how all participants show up in the research engagement space. Interestingly professional or institutional partners may restrict themselves from being vulnerable in an effort to be respectful of African American community members’ experiences of oppression and marginalization. Although good intentions, this could actually have the opposite effect and limit or prevent community member partners from feeling safe enough to share their lived experiences. Vulnerability in support of a *liberating communication* requires risk-taking on both sides, from all participants. Professional participants must be supported in feeling vulnerable to share their lived experience (when appropriate and meaningful) as this helps to foster trust among participants (tying back to *seeding safety-nurturing trust*).

**Fostering Connections**

To curate a collaborative space where differences in privileged rights to exert power or make change happen are neutralized, where research partners with varying degrees of conventional power positions actually feel and experience each other as equals, there must be intentional efforts made toward *fostering connections*. The key principles of this guidepost are building relationship, networking, and diversity. Participatory research initiatives that aim to empower African Americans should be exceedingly intentional about tending to and building relationships across and between research partners as well as external relationships with the surrounding community. Employing personable, creative ways to stay connected, such as personal phone calls or emails, and the strategic use of social media with content that sparks the interest of and is relevant to African American community members is especially critical to building and maintaining relationship. Additionally, support for research partners to connect outside of the research engagement space is also advised as it helps to strengthen relationships
that translate to increased trust and safety within research engagement space. This could be achieved by inviting research partners to join special workgroups responsible for specific tasks related to aim of research project and, of course providing administrative support such as setting up Zoom calls and sending out email reminders. Participatory research aimed at empowering also needs to be intentional about seeking diverse, representative participation and including the wider African American community. This means supporting the attendance of individuals from organizations whose participation is essential to real, meaningful change for the issue the research project is aimed at addressing. For example, with VCR’s PACT-STL’s Community Cafés, it was imperative that representatives from Children’s Division be present to discuss misunderstandings and issues related to risk factors associated with child abuse and neglect for local African American communities. It also means establishing and maintaining dynamic relationships with a broader scope of African American community members and organizations. Although it is imperative to support the participation of the community organizations and partners with whom the research project already has an existing relationship, additional focus should be on creating ways to elicit the participation and involvement of new participants. This could be achieved by leveraging existing community partnerships to network and attract new participants, marketing project efforts and goals in local communities perhaps by holding external meetings or gatherings like VCR’s pre-Café focus groups, and being intentional about hosting the research engagement sessions in various places throughout the community and at various times to accommodate a wider variety of schedules. Through *Fostering Connections* participatory research engagement helps to strengthen the “empowerment infrastructure” in the wider African American community.
Providing Supportive Acts and Resources

Black communities have been strategic stripped of and denied access to resources which undermines their full participation in research engagement spaces. The providing supportive acts & resources guidepost is activated through the principles increasing access to resources and actualizing equity, which relatedly work through fostering connections and towards liberating communication. Increasing access to tangible material supports such as providing an adequate participation stipend, providing referrals and warm hand-offs to community agencies that meet an expressed need or concern, and being available to offer immediate relational support, are all are fundamental to African American community member partners being able to fully participate and contribute to the research initiative. Through the research engagement encounter, community members should have increased access to resources and services that can help them support their own and their family’s well-being, thus alleviating stress and helping to increase their bandwidth to participate. Additionally, resources should be offered and actions taken to support them in contributing and taking on partnerships and leadership roles as well. To achieve this, new partners could be encouraged to attend an orientation that explains the basics of participatory research, PREGs for collaborations with Black communities, and the specific aims of the particular research initiative. Additionally, new partners could be assigned an “attendance buddy” of sorts, a seasoned community member partner to help them navigate and process the experiences of attending their first few research meetings. Ongoing trainings should also be provided to community member partners to help them feel confident, capable, and safe in using their power within the research engagement space. These trainings could include development in skills like public speaking, race equity, diversity and inclusion, conflict resolution, and strategic thinking and planning. And although these trainings advance the research project’s ongoing
work, they hold the potential to be especially valuable for the empowerment of community members and the larger African American community. For example, the trainings should be offered and credentialed by reputable organizations such that upon completion, community members would have a tangible credential that helps to advance and legitimize their work as community leaders beyond the research initiative. Other resources and acts that work to empower community members and the African American community involve supporting community member partners in acting as liaisons who recruit new partners and inform the larger community about the research project’s actions, plans, and goals. Through these research leadership roles, community member partners can also connect and solicit participation for the own community-based organizations and events, further positioning themselves as community leaders. Finally, participatory research initiatives should find and initiate ways to support community member partners in putting their partnership and leadership skills into practice while centering and addressing the issues that are important to them. For example, this could involve the support and sponsorship for a series of panel discussions where community member partners invite others to explore challenges facing the Black community, and where they can indigenously developed ideas and solutions without the input of professionals while activating and practicing their leadership and partnership skills in a safe, familiar setting.

Centering the Black Experience

Although all the PREGs provide recommendations on ways to structure research engagement so that it addresses disparities of power that are the result of and mirror how power manifests in broader societal contexts, the centering the black experience guideposts offers specific activities to centralize community member partners similarities and understandings. The central principles of this guidepost are cultural and experiential reflectiveness and prioritizing
discussions about racism. Related to and supporting *seeding safety-nurturing trust*, participatory research initiatives seeking to empower Black communities will do well to incorporate elements of local Black culture into its structure of consistent activities. This could involve using background music and art that resonates with community member partners, inviting and supporting them to take on hosting and leadership roles, and being intentional about highlighting the shared experiences of Black people, most importantly their collective experience of racism. Moreover because racism is ubiquitous and covertly permeates social spaces, participatory research initiatives seeking to collaborate with African American must give explicit prioritization to discussions about racism and racial discrimination. As demonstrated in the Communities Cafés hosted by VCR’s PACT-STL, participants seem to unconsciously know and understand that the shared lived experiences of African American parents and community members described the increased risk Black families experienced for child abuse and neglect were the result of racism, although this was never directly pointed out. Researchers using PREGs must not allow for such assumptions about the connection of racism to racial health disparities to play in the background of its engagement. They must articulate and make a clear and foundational stance that racial health disparities exist and persist for Black communities because of racism. Initiatives using PREGs must initiate and facilitate discussions about racism even if community research partners do not directly identify their personal experiences as the results of racism. By providing information on the economic and legislative influences of racism as well as statistical data illustrating the scope of racial disproportionality of the specific health issue of interest, those using PREGs provide transformative education that contextualizing community members’ lived experience within structural racism. Related to *seeding safety-nurturing trust*, and *liberating communication*, there must be a definite intentionality about creating a safe and productive space
to openly talk about racism. Racism evokes strong feelings and reactions thus special care must be taken to ensure research partners feel supported and free to express themselves. Additional partners should always be given a choice whether they want to participate in such discussions and sufficient time should be allotted to ensure participants are able to fully process triggered thoughts and feelings. In support of making sure they feel supported in contributing to these conversations, there should be pointed attention given to cultivating a degree of cultural or experiential sensitivity and understanding among those who are not African American and / or who do not share similar experiences of community member partners. To ensure research partners are supported in contributing thoughtfully to discussions (and tying back to supportive acts and resources) research initiatives using PREGs should offer trainings in areas such as CRT and racial equity, unconscious bias, cultural humility, and restorative justice so that critical nature of how racist systems have shaped and programmed the experience of all Americans is thoroughly understood.

**Prioritizing Acts for Collective Healing**

Because *centering the Black experience* means acknowledging, sharing, and discussing the traumatic impact of having to navigate, interact, and live within racist systems, researchers using PREGs must start *prioritizing acts for collective healing* when partnering with African American communities. The key principles of this guidepost are *communal acts of love* and *truth and reconciliation*. A central way to make healing a fundamental part of the participatory research experience involves intentional efforts to contextualize research engagement as a therapeutic or healing space. This could be achieved by incorporating grounding activities into the structures of the engagement (tying into *seeding safety-nurturing trust*) such as periodic check-ins so community member partners can indicate how they are feeling as they participate.
Grounding activities should be communal acts of the expression of love that are reflective and responsive to African American culture. Collective activities such as breathing, bilateral movement, moments of silence, sharing a meal together, or any communal activity that reflects the community member participants’ ways of knowing and feeling can begin to establish a feeling tone of love. Connecting back to *seeding safety-nurturing trust* communal acts also include collectively developing the communication agreements and could involve developing a collective definition of love to be used and expressed throughout participatory research engagement. To note, spirituality is a deeply important and felt component of Black healing.

Instead of the hosting research partner implementing communal acts of healing and love, community member partners should be invited to express this connection as a means to help the research engagement experience embody an authentic healing experience. Additionally, participatory research focused on empowerment would benefit from establishing relationships with institutions in the African American community whose central focus is healing such as the Black church, mosque, or spiritual center.

Another crucial component of *prioritizing acts for collective healing* is *truth and reconciliation*. This means taking intentional steps to invite those entities who have historically caused harm to African American communities to be part of the participatory process. Specifically it means providing the opportunity for community partners to express their lived experiences of oppression to be heard and validated by professionals who have set aside their titles and conventional held positions of power in order to listen. And when appropriate and safe, this also involves mediating exchanges where an active component of the engagement process includes a willingness to be forgiven and to forgive. The goal here is not to achieve total reconciliation, but to embrace a willingness to get there. A starting point for partners in the
PREG space is embracing collective learning and activism, an act far from the interest convergence of typical antiracism efforts. PREGs’ collective learning and activism means articulating and championing the needs and rights of African American communities irrespective of main-stream, White interests. In support of this, research partners in the PREG engagement space learn new things from and about each other. For example, in VCR’s Community Cafés, participants were asked to share their “a-ha” moment or a single word that captured their Café experience. These types of insights lead to expanded awareness about oneself and community, and deepen research partners’ perspective and understanding about the challenges and triumphs of the Black community. Relatedly, those using PREGs should not only present concrete data that illustrates the scope of the issues facing the Black community but offer ways for partners to become involved in advocacy efforts to admonish and change the oppressive systems that are at the root of these issues. Moreover, these research initiatives should ensure that community member partners know and can exercise their rights within the systems they must navigate. Having such knowledge, exercising their rights, and being part of the collective action to change systems provides healing relief and hope that African Americans will be treated with dignity and respect, and that racial health disparities will be eradicated.

**Conclusion**

This chapter presented the findings from the study. The research aims and questions sought to explore the empowerment experiences of participants who took part in Community Cafés used to collaborate with African American communities in child welfare research toward generating a set of considerations of PREGs for Black communities toward addressing racial health disparities. Five primary themes and five subthemes of empowerment emerged from 16 interviews with participants of Community Cafés. From these themes I derived set of six
considerations or PREGs. The following chapter discusses the implications and limitations of these findings and presents the conclusion of the study.
Chapter 6: Discussion and Conclusion

This chapter presents the discussion and conclusion of the research study. It begins with an overview that briefly describes the research problem and aims along with data collection and analysis activities. Next, I present a summary of the findings, discuss how they expand on the previous frameworks by providing important nuances for the empowerment experiences of African Americans, and consider how they align with other critical research engagement methods. Lastly I present the strengths and limitations of the study, followed by the implications for future research directions, and the conclusion.

Overview of the Study

Multi-systemic impacts of anti-Black racism have resulted in health and well-being disparities for African Americans that persist despite efforts to address them (Brondolo et al., 2009). Racism is associated with disproportionately higher indicators of morbidity and mortality for African Americans (Williams et al., 2019), elevated rates of deprivation and disorder for Black communities (Anderson & Oncken, 2020), and Black people accounting for a disproportionate number of system-involved individuals (Alexander, 2011; Dettlaff & Boyd, 2020). Additionally, racism in research has an extensive history of unethical and exploitative practices with African Americans that has resulted in their generational distrust of research and researchers (Scharff et al., 2010; Washington, 2006). Consequently, structural racism has resulted in Black communities’ continued disempowerment and the persistence of racial health disparities. In response, researchers are using empowerment-based approaches to collaborate with communities to address racial disparities and promote research justice (De Las Nueces et al., 2012; Douglas et al., 2016; Wallerstein & Duran, 2006; Ward et al., 2018). These could be
strengthened by work that amplifies experiential reflectiveness and responsiveness for African American communities.

Using a CRT orientation and a CGT methodological approach, this study sought to achieve two scaffolded aims. Aim one sought to explore the empowerment experiences of African American participants taking part in Community Cafès used to collaborate with communities to address racial disparities in risk for child abuse and neglect. Five primary themes and five subthemes of empowerment emerged from 16 in-depth interviews with Community Café participants. Aim two sought to use these themes to inform a tentative set of considerations or PREGs for use with African American communities.

Overall the respondents conveyed that their Community Café experience was empowering and worthwhile, and that it benefited both them and their community. Power and control in the Community Cafès were described as interdependent, mutually beneficial act of sharing and learning. Notably, community agencies and service providers did not seem to exert or use their power as much parent and community member and VCR project staff participants. There was a noticeable reluctance among some community agency and service provider participants to respond to or interact with parents and community members as it was speculated they felt their safety in the Cafés was not a priority. The following sections present a brief overview of the findings and discuss their implications and limitations.

Within the Café space, activities that centered on equity included democratic processes including the (re)distribution of resources, the provision of training and skill development, and voting. Beyond the Cafès, these included efforts such as hosting pre-Café focus groups in various African American communities, supporting parents and community members to act as liaisons for the Cafés, inviting local community leaders to participate, and linking parents and
community members to other formalized community organizing including advocacy efforts. Aspects of the Cafès that may have stifled equity included parent and community members not having an adequate level of the skills needed to take full advantage of opportunities and external constraints like the limited visibility of Café efforts in the community, and the tendency for local change efforts to be siloed.

The Cafès honored and centered the Black experience through the use of music, language, and expressions that resonated with African American participants. And although these experiences felt familiar and safe, respondents were shocked to realize that Café discussions did not include topics of racism or racial discrimination. To remedy this absence, they suggested contextualizing shared lived experiences within structural racism, and facilitating these conversations with representatives from organizations from whom parent and community members have experience racial discrimination (e.g., Children’s Division).

Respondents also noted healing as a central process to the empowerment of African Americans and experienced it as gaining insights and taking action that addressed oppressive and discriminatory experiences of racism. Suggestions made to increase the healing impact of the Cafès for Black communities included periodic check-ins to gauge participants’ feelings and comfortability, and collective grounding such as breathing and movement. Focusing on relationships by cultivating intimacy, vulnerability, and risk taking among participants was also recommended. These included efforts to develop partnerships with the Black church and other institutions devoted to the healing of Black people, supporting the full participation of community agencies and service providers, and cultivating safe interactions with entities that have historically caused harm to African American communities. One major recommendation made by more than half the respondents to improve the Cafès was to organize in-person panels in
local communities where parents and community members could be supported in exercising leadership skills while exploring Café topics and other challenges facing the Black community.

As aim two sought to derive PREGs for African American communities from the Café interviews, it is important to reemphasize both the CRT orientation and CGT methodology of the study. CRT stresses that the voice and perspective of participants are paramount in shaping or informing research outcomes, while CGT methodology acknowledges subjectivity and the researcher’s involvement in the construction and interpretation of the data. Because existing frameworks of empowerment do not center Black voices or extrapolate their meaning from African Americans’ experiences they may fall short in providing the same level of specificity and nuance as the PREGs. Moreover, my positionality as a Black woman with lived-experience of child welfare systems and CPS, a resident of a local at-risk community, and a community-based researcher has significant implications on the execution of the study. That is, it is important to recognize that being conscious of and making use of my insider experiences and perspectives influenced the way I derived meaning of the data that hopefully adds to the relevancy and weight of community’s expressed experience of empowerment and the generated PREGs.

From the Café empowerment themes I derived six PREGs that provide recommendations for researchers wanting to use participatory research to empower African American communities to address racial health disparities. Given that issues of power are at the root of inequities in research engagement (and within systems more broadly), PREGs work interdependently to renegotiate power such that as researchers implement the strategies of one specific PREG the others are affected. Additionally, each guidepost has specific underlying principles that help underscore and describe its use to collaborate and empower African American communities.
The first guidepost *seeding safety-nurturing trust* is based in the principles of consensus, consistency, predictability, transparency, and choice. It includes recommendations to implement routine activities, collectively develop participation agreements, offer a stipend to community members for their participation, and be transparent about how community member partners’ shared lived experience and information is being used in meaningful ways. The next PREG, *liberating communication* uses the principles of mutuality and vulnerability, and focuses on increasing intimacy in communication across research partners. It includes recommendations to promote reciprocity in mutual sharing and learning. To do this those using PREGs should model noncondescending, nonpatronizing communication, support community member partners in taking on leadership roles, and support professional and institutional partners in taking risks by being more open and sharing their lived experience. The guidepost *fostering connections* is rooted in the principles of building relationship, networking, and diversity and involves strategies to stay connected to existing partners as well as to expand and diversify the research project’s partnership base through extending relationships to the wider African American community. The *providing supportive acts & resources* guidepost is activated through principles increasing access to resources and actualizing equity. It makes recommendations to increase community member partners access to tangible material supports needed for them to fully participate and contribute to the participatory research initiative. The *centering the Black experience* guidepost involves cultural and experiential reflectiveness and prioritizing discussions about racism. It requires intentional efforts to integrate aspects of local Black culture into the research engagement space and to center the shared experiences of racism as an essential part of the research initiative. Because of the hurt and harm racism has caused African American communities, a final guidepost, *prioritizing acts for collective healing* is needed. With key
principles communal acts of love and truth and reconciliation, healing can be promoted by implementing grounding activities such as periodic emotional check-ins and encouraging communal acts of love (e.g., collective breathing, bilateral movement, moments of silence, sharing a meal together), partnering with institutions that focus on the healing of African Americans like the Black church, facilitating safe interactions with organizations and systems that have historically cause them harm, and energizing collective learning and activism among research partners.

**Upleveling Previous Empowerment Frameworks for Engagement with African American Communities**

When relating study’s findings back to the existing literature on the empowerment in participatory research several observations are made that showcase the ways in which the PREGs work to remedy their limited ability to empower African American communities. Existing frameworks of empowerment defined safety and communication as singular process of empowerment (Akom, 2011; Kasmel & Andersen, 2011; Laverack, 2001; Wallerstein, 2002), whereas the empowerment experiences of African Americans that informed the PREGs necessitated that these be attended to as separate but interdependent aspects of their empowerment. This is not surprising given the legacy of exploitative research practices used against African American people. The guidepost *seeding safety-nurturing trust* for African American communities’ empowerment involves activities that give power to their collective voice in determining research interactions, processes, and outcomes. Through predictable, consistent research activities that have been codeveloped with the community partner, research efforts using PREGs enhance their transparency and in turn start to (re)build trust and sow seeds of safety with Black communities.
In previous explanations of empowerment, Labonte (1994) defined power and empowerment as transactional, and stated that professional partners engaged in participatory research demonstrate power with as opposed to power over community partners. PREGs provides nuanced details that illustrate how this is to be accomplished with Black communities. The *liberating communication* guidepost defines Labonte’s power with as the mutually beneficial acts of sharing and learning based in the principles of mutuality and vulnerability. It explains that for African Americans whose voices have been subjugated and personhoods exploited by racist systems to share in power means that researchers must be deliberate and intentional in the ways they communicate with community members and that community members need to be valued and respected in the research space. It instructs those hosting or initiating the participatory effort to move members community into leadership positions to demonstrate mutuality. Moreover, for African Americans to feel liberated and free to communication to share in research space, professional research partners must learn to be vulnerable. Those wishing to empower Black communities using PREGs must find ways to support professional partners in taking risk to also share their personal stories of loss and triumphs. African American community members should not be expected to take risk while others in the research space are permitted to stay and feel safe.

The PREG *fostering connections and providing supportive acts & resources* provide specific instructions for Black communities that supplements the generic, vague recommendations provided in previous frameworks such as sharing in decision-making (Laverack, 2001; Wallerstein, 2006), building capacities (Kasmel & Andersen, 2011; Laverack, 2001; Rifkin, 2003; Wallerstein, 2006), redistributing resources (Laverack, 2001; Rifkin, 2003), and promoting and establishing leadership and partnership (Kasmel & Andersen, 2011;
Laverack, 2001; Rifkin, 2003; Wallerstein, 2002, 2006). Historically, research efforts (knowingly and unknowingly) have extracted data from Black communities leaving little evidence of real improvements for the immediate community. Thus, the PREGs dictate that before participatory researchers seek to share in decision-making, establish partnerships, etc., they need to signal a sincere desire to collaborate and empower Black communities. The *fostering connections* PREG instructs researchers to be intentional about building and supporting strong authentic relationships with community member partners and the Black community at large. In fact, it resembles Braithwaite et al.’s (1994) assertion that because of research’s legacy of exploitative and dehumanizing practices and the resulting, proportional level of distrust African Americans have of systems and institutions, researchers must be intentional about gaining entry and building credibility within African American communities. In the spirit of a wise social work colloquialism “no one cares how much you know until they know how much you care” *fostering connections* entails researchers going out into the communities and demonstrating their genuine desire to be a part of the community’s growth and change beyond the outcomes of their specific research project. Further, the *providing supportive acts & resources* guidepost attends to the fact that structural racism has disproportionally left Black communities without the resources needed to fully participate in society at large. While existing empowerment framework seem to mistakenly assume that communities are already empowered enough or capacitated to fully participate in the research initiative, the African American voices that informed PREGs asserted that community members need access to tangible and material resources that free up their bandwidth to participate and that bolster their skills to take full advantage of being a research partner.
While the existing empowerment frameworks emphasize the importance of culturally relevant or culturally responsive research engagement processes (Wallerstein, 2006) the PREGs in general and specifically its guideposts seeding safety-nurturing trust, centering the black experience and prioritizing acts for collective healing expand on Braithwaite and colleagues’ (1994, 1989) HPRC and Akom’s (2011) BEAR models providing prescriptive, best practices that compel researchers to be increasingly intentional about addressing the particular needs of African American communities and the consequences of structural racism. The BEAR model calls generally for researchers to orient, locate, and center all aspects of the research process exclusively in the African American perspective. The PREGs answers this call specifically by grounding its recommendations for research engagements in the actual empowerment experiences of African American participants in Community Cafès. Specifically, the centering the Black experience guidepost confirms and expands on Akom’s model by offering pointed strategies to increase the cultural and experiential reflectiveness of the research engagement experience (e.g., incorporate elements of local Black culture with background music and art that resonates with African American partners, encouraging community partner leadership).

Aligning with both the HPRC and BEAR models, the centering the Black experience guidepost also directly calls for prioritizing discussions of racism and racial discrimination, arguable the most important and impactful experiences shared by African Americans in this country as a mandatory component of the research process. Thus, centering the Black experience instructs researchers using PREGs to contextualize the research problems they are addressing and their participatory responses to these problems as consequences of and solutions to structural racism.

The prioritizing acts for collective healing guidepost includes a particularly novel way PREGs uplevel participatory research to empower African American communities that expands
on The BEAR model’s focus on healing and love. As Akom (2011) asserted, healing and love within research engagement must originate from Indigenous and African values and ways of being and values especially if the aim of the research efforts is authentic improvement and well-being of Black communities. Both the PREGs and the BEAR model point out that healing is essential to the empowerment of African American people because of the historical trauma White supremacy has inflicted (and continues to inflict) on Black communities. While both PREGs and the BEAR model call for healing rituals that are reflective of and resonant with African American ways of knowing and loving, the e guidepost calls forth nuances that speak to the definition of love Akom’s used Peck’s (1998) definition of love in his model: “the will to extend oneself for the purpose of nurturing one’s own or another’s spiritual growth” (p. 148). For the African American participants in the Community Cafes that informed the PREGs, healing involved two important acts: truth and reconciliation with entities that have historically caused Black communities harm, and collective learning and activism to change racially oppressive systems. This guidepost is prescriptive in that it instructs researchers to mindfully orchestrate opportunities for community members and organizations that are a part of the oppressive structures that injure Black communities to come together in a willingness to be forgiven and to forgive, and to grow and demonstrate that willingness through collective action to change systems.

**Situating PREGs in Existing Research Engagement Approaches for Marginalized Populations**

As CGT emphasizes, it is important to consider the social and political context in which the research study takes place. This is especially salient for the current study and the social, cultural, and historical factors that impact the empowerment of African Americans. As with most
Black communities across the country, the local communities in which this study took place suffered the worst of the COVID-19 pandemic and the underlying factors that exacerbated its negative consequences. Additionally, the St. Louis region in general has a long history of racial segregation, discrimination, tensions, and upheavals with the most recent, the murder of Michael Brown and the Ferguson uprising response, receiving nationally attention. Broader contextual factors of this study include the upsurge of media coverage on the mistreatment and killings of Black people by law enforcement, the continual rise of the BLM response, and the presidential attack on CRT and DEI—among the myriad of other factors impacting the state of Black people and the disempowerment of their communities. Given these social dynamics, the development of PREGs as well as other approaches that call attention to the oppressive systems that marginalize Black communities and emphasize the centering their lived experiences as means to generate solutions, are especially timely and necessary.

Thus, the study’s findings on empowerment processes for African American communities are similar to the burgeoning scholarship on decolonizing methodologies, trauma-informed research frameworks with marginalized populations, and healing centered engagement (Smith, 2021). Both decolonizing methodologies and PREGs are rooted in the fact that legacies of colonization such as racism, have shaped the lives of communities and that research must attend to issues of power within the research engagement space. Thambinathan and Kinsella (2021) offered four practices including “exercising critical reflexivity, reciprocity, and respect for self-determination, embracing ‘Other(ed)’ ways of knowing, and embodying a transformative praxis” (p. 3) that mirror the recommendations found in the PREGs. Additionally, given the emphasis on lived experience that describes oppressive and traumatic encounters of racism and racial discrimination, there are also notable similarities between the PREGs and trauma informed
research frameworks. Voith et al. (2020) illustrated the application of their trauma-informed socially just research (TISJR) framework that integrated SAMSHA’s trauma-informed principles (safety, trust worthiness and transparency, peer support, collaboration and mutuality, empowerment and choice, and cultural, historical, and gender issues) with a population of low-income, predominantly African American men recruited from a criminal justice setting that resembles and mirrors the strategies described in the PREGs. Interestingly, a barrier in the applications of their framework was the tension between the researchers and the African American male participants, similar to those that arose between African American community members and the community agency and services provider participants in the Cafès. The study’s researchers, being mostly women of non-African American backgrounds, were reluctant to communicate and showed signs of being emotionally triggered by the participants’ stories and comments, similar to the reactions community agencies and services providers had in response to the lived experience of parent and community members in Cafès. In response, strategies to help manage the relational boundaries were deployed, like those suggested in the PREGs, prioritizing safety and voice of all research partners.

While the PREGs share philosophical and practice-based approaches found in decolonizing methodological and trauma informed research frameworks, perhaps they are most similar to and align with is Ginwright’s (2018) healing-centered engagement (HCE) approach. Developed for engagement with marginalized, trauma exposed youth, HCE is a strengths-based approach that moves beyond critical and trauma-informed engagement, and recenters culture, spirituality, civic action, and collective healing as central features in health and well-being (Ginwright, 2018). It views traumas, like racism, not solely as individual experiences of racial discrimination, but acknowledges and highlights how racism is experienced at collective
macrolevels, that then calls for experiences of collective healing. For example, as outlined in the *prioritizing acts for collective healing* guidepost where involvement in advocacy efforts to address racially oppressive legislation and systems is indicated as a strategic way to support healing, HCE asserts that “well-being comes from participating in transforming the root causes of the harm within institutions” (Ginwright, 2018, p. 27) and “taking loving action, by collectively responding to political decisions and practices that can exacerbate trauma (e.g. school walkouts, organizing peace march, or promoting access to healthy foods)” (Ginwright, 2018, p. 29).

Another similarity between the PREGs and HCE is their focus on healing. The *centering the Black experience* and *prioritizing acts for collective healing* guideposts recommend incorporating elements that reflect and resonate with African Americans and contextualizing research engagement as a therapeutic space by employing collective regulation activities (breathing, moments of silence). Likewise, HCE sees culture as means to offer “shared experience, community, and sense of belonging” (Ginwright, 2018, p. 30) and recommends incorporating culturally grounded rituals where people share stories about healing and connection, like healing circles from Indigenous cultures or drumming circles rooted in African cultural principles. Additionally, HCE also emphasizes the importance of empathy and encourages people to “share their story first and take an emotional risk by being more vulnerable” (Ginwright, 2018, p. 31) just as the *liberating communication* guidepost asserts that vulnerability requires risk-taking on both sides, from all participants, such that professional partners must be supported in feeling vulnerable to share their lived experience.
Strengths and Limitations

A major strength of this study is the use of CGT and the methodological integrity these methods afford. For example, in CGT, the interview guide evolves as theoretical insights emerge in the data, which allows for emergent processes to be proved or disproved (Charmaz, 2014). Additionally, I alone conducted all data collection and analyses. Charmaz (2014) maintained that data collection and analysis conducted by the same person strengthens the trustworthiness of the study, this is because “when you collect first-hand data, … you see the setting, observe interactions, witness research participants’ nonverbal behavior, and hear their voices as well as see written accounts. Analytical ideas may occur to you in the midst of an interview or during a moment in your ethnographic setting” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 111). Finally, the degree to which qualitative research results are generalizable is debatable. Leung (2015) and Charmaz (2014) asserted that the coconstructions produced by CGT can resonate with populations outside of the research’s scope. So, while the purpose of this study was to explore the empowerment experience for African Americans and generate a set of considerations for participatory research specifically for this population, the experiences described by the respondents can serve to inform research engagement with other marginalized groups.

Strengths withstanding, there are limitations of this study that should be acknowledged. Although codeveloped with VCR PACT-STL staff, there were the discrepancies in the ways in which the interview guide’s wording and language was interpreted by respondents. This was evident in the first few interviews and signaled that the guide required changes. The majority of the respondents stated that they participated as parents, which means empowerment findings may only be representative of this subset of the Café participants. Other similarities in the sample were that the majority identified as female and reported participating in Community Cafès hosted
by PACT-STL and not Project LAUNCH. Further, no follow-up interviews were conducted. Member checking activities could have increased the accuracy and transparency of the study and led to new insights and perspectives not previously considered (Birt et al., 2016). Finally, a limitation to participatory research is that often it creates a professional class of community members. This can impact the integrity of the data when the goal is to tap into the actual lived experiences of the partnering community.

**Implications and Key Takeaways**

The PREGs findings offer numerous considerations for future research and theoretical, policy, and practice implications. Given the limited representation of VCR project staff, community agency and service provider participants in the study, additional research should look to diversify the respondent pool towards providing a more comprehensive view of empowerment processes. Additionally, given the PREGs’ foci on prioritizing discussions about racism and healing, future research should explore how integrating these features into research engagement impact the empowerment experiences of community members. Relatedly, it is important to note that the study produced a tentative set of PREGs to help inform research collaborations with African American communities. Future research should look to observe and test the applicability of these guideposts with other African American communities addressing disparities in health.

As noted, there are notable challenges regarding the operationalization and measurement of empowerment. The findings advance the field’s current theoretical understandings of empowerment as occurring on three levels—micro (individual), mezzo (group, familial, organizational), and macro (community) for African Americans. The results highlight how participatory research practices function to empower community member research partners, their families, and their community—simultaneously and synergistically. For example, while the
participatory research project is aimed to reduce a specific racial health disparity (macro), resources such as leadership skills trainings and tangible materials and services for family well-being work to empower individual and families (micro and mezzo), which also work to strengthening the “empowerment infrastructure” of the wider African American community (macro). Taken together, these theoretical and practical implications effect how researchers using participatory methods conceptualize empowerment for the Black community which influences the strategies they use in their research engagement efforts and the evaluation of that engagement.

There are also key takeaways of the PREG framework that advance equity as it relates to addressing racial health disparities for African American communities. PREGs offer a framework that is fully reflective of the community and capture the perspectives and experience of research partners. Thus it elucidates specific behaviors and strategies that lead to full implementation of previously espoused engagement principles and adds to the growing understanding of how researchers might assess the quality of engagement. Additionally, key to PREG implementation for the advancement of equity is its focus on relationship. This means that the guideposts *seeding safety-nurturing trust* and *liberating communication* are weighted more heavily and subsequent guideposts rely on them. For example, discussions about race and healing through mediated exchanges for truth and reconciliation cannot be facilitated without a foundational degree of safety, trust, and communication. Researchers in settings with limited resources and restricted time should focus their efforts on building relationship. Moreover, researchers must remember that while advancing science and moving the needle on indicators of health and well-being for African American communities may be their ultimate goals, those who
have not worked to establish a sincere, authentic relationship with the partnering community, risk compromising the quality of their data.

Lastly, the PREG framework also calls researchers to a higher standard of ethical responsibility. As researchers, we take an oath (and ongoing training) to do no harm, but the PREGs show us that for communities that research has historically exploited and systems have marginalized, doing no harm is not enough. PREG engagement offers a way to do research with Black communities that is healing and restorative. It helps researchers earn the trust of the Black communities, build authentic relationships, and shift the harmful and exploitive legacy of past and some current research.

**Conclusion**

The goal of this research study was to explore the empowerment experiences of African Americans involved in Community Cafès toward generating a set of guideposts for participatory research engagement to empower African American communities to address racial health disparities. The study found that empowerment for African American communities in participatory research involves processes not necessarily emphasized in research engagement with other groups. Engagement with African American communities must work to establish and maintain a foundational degree of trust. Additionally, discussions about racism that contextualize the lived experiences of community members as the result of structural racism must be prioritized. Finally, a focus on healing that encompasses culturally reflective activities, transformative education, collective activism, and truth and reconciliation involving entities that have caused hurt and harm to African American communities are cited as essential empowerment processes. These key findings provide vital insights for researchers partnering with African American communities.
The study used CRT and CGT methodology, both of which were integral to the purpose of the study. CRT focuses on issues of power and mandates explorations of how race and racism undergird health disparities and how social hierarchies of power shape the perspective from which these disparities are experienced. Moreover, it prioritizes the perspectives of those marginalized by racialization as the central means to understanding how and why health disparities persist. CGT actualized these CRT mandates for the study’s exploration into the empowerment processes of participatory research with its emphases on social contexts, interactions of knowing and learning, sharing viewpoints, and interpretive understanding (Charmaz, 2014). Further, although previous scholars have asserted empowerment research as a means to support participants in increasingly gaining and exerting control over their lives, where social justice, social change, and sustainability are prioritized (Morton & Montgomery, 2011), this study highlights that relational aspects of the research engagement are paramount to more meaningful successes of empowerment for African American communities. Suggestions are offered for researchers wanting to use participatory methods to affect change and empower African American communities. Engagement must be intentional, and researchers and professional partners must be willing to be vulnerable and be ready to give up, give over and share power. A radical and definite stance about racism as the root cause of social and health disparities must be articulated. Finally, researchers need to be willing to let go of conventional ways of doing research and be open to incorporating nontraditional elements and features into the research processes, like using healing centered engagement techniques.

African American communities suffer deleterious health effects because of the racism that is codified and structured into our society’s laws, practices, ideologies, and behaviors. Empowerment in participatory research is a powerful, pragmatic tool for partnering with African
American communities to address racial health disparities, meeting the multidimensional, dynamic nature of their cause structural racism—by providing active, dynamic resolution and healing at every level of assault and harm. In essence, this research study advances and champions participatory research as a comprehensive means to social and health justice for African American communities.
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Appendix A: World Café—Wiser Together Guiding Principles Practices

| Invite and Honor Unique Contributions | • Use personal storytelling and deep listening techniques for identifying the common hopes we share, independent of age or stage.  
How can we acknowledge, respect, and use the wisdom and experience of all generations, including those that came before or after us?  
• Do Community Asset Mapping of unique contributions and experience of each generation.  
Foster Real Partnerships | • Bring multigenerational teams that model collaborative leadership to host key gatherings.  
How can we shift traditional mindsets and assumptions in ways that deal compassionately with hierarchies and stereotypes, which can keep us stuck in unproductive relationships between generations?  
• Identify issues of common concern that are larger than individual interest.  
• Use proven dialogue methods that uncover hidden assumptions and mindsets in collaborative ways.  
Design Innovative WT Experiments | • Practice leading edge learning methods such as participatory action research.  
How can we embody the Wiser Together approach to the work we are already doing in order to test and share the evolving Wiser Together guiding principles, approaches and core questions, as well as our ongoing learnings?  
• Engage on-line communication and collaboration tools such as Maestro Conference to design and share the results of action learning experiments across networks and share discoveries.  
Create Safe & Inclusive Spaces | • Create venues for face-to-face gatherings that foster multi-generational story-telling around key projects.  
How can we design physical environments and collaborative processes, which assure that every voice and perspective has the equal opportunity to contribute their gifts?  
• Use large group hosting practices, World Café, Open Space, Appreciative Inquiry and collaborative on-line sensing tools such as Swarmworks.  
• Engage dialogue-based collaboration processes such as Blueprint of We to build strong and lasting partnerships.  
• Create hospitable spaces which include sharing nourishment for body, mind, and spirit.  
• Build on recent discoveries in brain science regarding pattern recognition, laying down new neural pathways etc.
| **Use Creative Ways of Learning and Working Together** | • Use proven dialogue methods such as World Café, Appreciative Inquiry, Circle techniques, NonViolent Communication, Compassionate Communication, use of Talking Piece etc.

How can we introduce authentic dialogue, the arts, ritual and celebration as well as other modes of creative expression to access collective intelligence and cultivate wise action?

• Invite the use of music, movement, art, poetry, silence, and other forms of creative expression—both individual and collective.

• Engage the natural world as an ally |

| **Cultivate Meaningful Friendships** | • Share meals and other informal times together.

How can we create opportunities to build strong personal relationships of mutual trust and respect with others across the life cycle in all Wiser Together projects?

• Use personal storytelling/story-sharing as a core process.

• Inquire into each other’s dilemmas and concerns. • Use methods of reconciliation.

• Play as well as work together! |

| **Learn Together, Harvest Insights, and Share Discoveries** | • Use graphic facilitation/documentation in both face to face and virtual gatherings.

How can we individually and collectively incorporate time for reflection and mutual learning as well as the documentation and sharing of stories, tools, and frameworks across our networks

• Adapt After Action Reviews

• Create digital records of Wiser Together gatherings and designs.

• Develop & continually evolve a Wiser Together Playbook incorporating key designs.

• Create multi-gen “ambassadors” to other networks and conferences.

• Develop and maintain a Wiser Together website and other online resources.

• Share the stories and forces that have shaped who we are—personally, culturally, etc. |

| **Share the stories of our past. Develop the stories of our future.** | • Tell stories and help each other stay informed about what is going on.

How can intergenerational partnerships create opportunities to learn the truth about history and to allow meaningful relationships to be at the root of designing the future we imagine?

• Critically analyze what happens when we come together.

• Allow the stories from the past to influence the future by not repeating the past but allowing it to inform positive futures.
Appendix B: Recruitment Flyer

EMPOWERMENT IN CAFES
EVALUATION RESEARCH STUDY

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO PARTICIPATE AND CONTRIBUTE YOUR VALUED PERSPECTIVE!

WHAT IS THE STUDY ABOUT?
With Vision for Children at Risk (VCR), we are conducting a study called Empowerment Strategies in Research that seeks to understand how participation in the Community Cafes hosted by PACT-STL and Project LAUNCH may empower (or disempower) African American communities in our city.

WHAT WILL I BE DOING?
You are asked to take part in an in-depth interview that will be held online via Zoom. You will be asked to share your experiences attending and taking part in the Community Cafes. Example questions are: What made you want to participate in the Community Cafes? What did you find interesting about the cafés? What are some somethings you would do to improve the cafés?

HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE & WHAT ARE THE INCENTIVES?
Initial interviews will take about 60 to 90 minutes to complete with the possibility of a follow-up interview that will take a lesser time, about 30 minutes. Please know that participation in the study is completely voluntary. Participants will receive a $50 Visa gift card for the initial interview and $25 gift card for the follow-up interview.

WANT MORE INFORMATION:
Contact Helen Thurman
HELENTHURMAN@WUSTLE.DU
404-250-2405

WANT TO PARTICIPATE:
Follow the link below to sign up for interview time
https://calendly.com/empincafes/interview
Appendix C: Empowerment Strategies in Research Interview Guide

Hello, my name is Helen Thurman, and I will be facilitating our time together today. I want to start by thanking you again for taking the time to participate in this important study. As mentioned in the consent form, the purpose of this study is to understand the processes of empowerment within Community Cafès. The study wants to understand how participation in Community Cafès may empower (or disempower) local African American communities in our area.

The results from this study will not only help us to better understand how to structure and implement the Community Cafès that VCR uses but will provide vital information for other organizations that may choose to use the Café model to partner with communities.

This interview is projected to take from 60 to 90 minutes to complete. With your permission, our time together today will be audio recorded and transcribed verbatim as a part of this research study. The information gathered in the interview will be summarized and shared with Vision for Children at Risk. Direct quotes may be used and shared, however, all data will be deidentified, meaning there will be no information that could directly or indirectly identify you. Please know that you are free to decline to answer specific questions or to withdraw from this interview or the study at any time. You will still get the $50 Amazon gift card even if you decide to end the interview early (or the $25 gift card for the follow-up interview). If you have any questions as we proceed, please feel free to ask those questions.
Are there any questions or concerns about that or any other parts of the informed consent you received?

I am going to begin our recording now.

[Begin recording]

To give you an overview of the interview, we will begin by talking about your experience in your very first Community Café and how that impacted your participation in future Cafés. In the remainder of the conversation, I will ask you about various topics concerning your participation in the Community Cafés and how it has changed (or not changed) over time.

[Share A. Interviewee Background—Demographics with respondent]

A. Interviewee Background—Demographics

Assigned Data Identifier: Age: Zip Code of Residence:
Number of Community Cafés Participated in:
How many of these were in-person?: How many were virtual?:

Indicate all that apply to you and how you participated in VCR’s Community Cafès:

- [ ] PACT-STL African American Community Member
- [ ] PACT-STL African American Parent Participant
- [ ] Project LAUNCH African American Parent Participant
- [ ] VCR Employee or Staff
- [ ] Project LAUNCH       [ ] PACT-STL
- [ ] Other Community or Service Organization/Agency
  
  Name of Organization:

- [ ] Washington University Research Evaluation Team Members
  
  [ ] Project LAUNCH       [ ] PACT-STL

- [ ] Other: (please indicate)

  [If respondent indicated more than one role]

  Of these roles which one do you most identify with now?
[Experience at First Community Café-Activating participation: Participation and Observed Roles in the First Community Café Attended]

Thank you again [name of participant] for agreeing to take part in the study. So, you have participated in about ____ [number of Cafès] Community Cafès. So, to start, I would like to get to know you a little better and find out about your very first experience participating in the Community Café

1. Tell me a little bit about yourself and how you first came to know about the Community Cafès?

   Prompts:
   How were you introduced to Cafès?
   How did you hear about the Community Cafès?
   What made you want to attend your first Café? What drew your interest?

2. Drawing on your memory, describe how was it participating in the first Community Café you attended.

   Prompts:
   What was it like the first time walking into or logging on to your first Community Café?
   What was one of the first things you noticed?
   What were some of the first sounds you heard?
   How did this make you feel?
   Who did you notice was in attendance? Who did you notice was not in attendance?
   How would you describe the atmosphere or the energy?
   What other things are most memorable about your first time participating in Community Café?

3. Thinking back to the list of different Cafè participant groups: African American Parent or Community Member, VCR Employee or Staff, or someone from a Service Organization or Agency—under what role did you participate from/which group did you belong when you attended your first café?

   Prompts:
   For example, did you attend as an African American parent or community member, or as a VCR staff or volunteer, or perhaps a community service provider, or some combination of these?
4. Thinking about the different participant groups, how would you describe each group? What was one thing you remember? What was most memorable?

   **Prompts:**
   For example, how many parent or community member participants would you say attended that first café?
   How many people were from service organization or agency?
   What were the shared or similar characteristics of group members? (race, age, gender)
   How did you know there were a group?

5. Of the different types of participants, which group did you feel the most connection or similar to in your very first Café?
   5.1 What are the reasons you felt this way?

6. Which of these groups did you feel most different from, or least connected or similar to?
   Largest difference in experience?
   6.1 What are the reasons you felt this way?

7. How would you describe your comfort level participating in that first Café?

   **Prompts:**
   Maybe ask them to rate comfort level.
   What made it more comfortable for you?

8. What kind of activities do you remembering taking part in during your first Café?
   8.1 How do you remember feeling about those activities?

9. What things about the first Café you attended made you want to participate?

   **Prompt:**
   Describe the parts of the Café that resonated with you. What parts of the Café didn’t?

10. What were the things that made it harder for you to participate (in that very first Café)?
   Or made you *not* want to participate?

11. And how do you think your experience participating in that *very first* Community Café impacted/influenced your participation in future Cafés?
Now let’s talk about your overall your experience participating in the Community Cafès. So, for the next set of questions, think about all the Cafès you participated in. Let’s first revisit the participant group you belong to. Thinking about which participant group you identified with when first participating in the Cafès…. You mentioned that you first participated as a ___________.

12. Let’s talk about how your role and Café participation has changed over time. How is your role now different or the same from first Café you attended/participated/facilitated in?

**Prompts:**
- How would you compare your role participating in the Cafès now compared to the first Café you attended.

13. And what things have impacted your participation and your role over time?

Now I’m hoping we can discuss the types of things you do and have done, and what you have noticed about what others do when participating in the Community Cafès. And since the research study is focused on the empowerment of African American parents and community members, I want to know about this group’s experience in particular.

15. What are the types of things that African American community member and parent participants do?

16. What are the types of things that VCR or other organizational/agency participants do?

17. So you mentioned activities _________ and _________ and_______, in your opinion which Café activities are the most meaningful/important?

17.1 What do you think makes these meaningful?

18. Of the Café activities you mentioned which do you think are not as meaningful/important?

18.1 What about them makes them less meaningful?

19. So from what you have observed in the Cafès, what are the contributions/input of African American parent/community member who participation in the Cafès?
20. And how have you seen their contributions/inputs being used?

21. From what you know, what steps or actions have been taken to encourage local African American community members and parents to take part in the Community Cafès?

   **Prompts:**
   - How are potential attendees informed about the Cafès? How are they recruited?
   - What incentives have been/are offered?
   - How are African American parent/community member Café participants reminded about upcoming Cafès?

22. In your opinion, what could be done to increase local African American communities and African American parent/community member Café participants’ attendance and contribution or input in the Cafès?

   **Thank you for sharing your experiences related to Café participation. Your answers are important because they set the stage for the remainder of the interview.**

So, for the rest of our time together, I want us to have a conversation about your café experience and the experience of the African American community/parent Café participants. This is important because this study is interested in learning how Cafès may empower (or disempower) African American communities. The first topic we are going to talk about is how power and control play out in the Cafès.

23. When you hear the word power what do you think of?

   **Prompts:**
   - When you think of power do you think of government, law enforcement, etc.?
   - Do you think of head of the household, church or community leaders, etc.?
   - Do you think Black power? Do you think of supremacy?
24. When you hear the word control what do you think of?

Prompts:
Are you reminded of civil rights legislation, laws, policies and practices?
Does control remind you of education, lack of resources within the community?
Do you think about the powers-that-be, and money?

25. In your opinion which person or which group of people are in power or in control of the Café the experience?

26. How did you know that they are in power or in control of the Café?

Prompts:
What actions do they take that let you know they are in control?
What words do they say to let you know they are in control?

27. Describe the other participants who are not in control or who do not seem to have power or control of the Café?

Prompts:
Describe who belongs to this group?
What things let you know they do not have power or were not in control?
What actions/inactions signal to you that they do not have as much power or control?

28. Describe how control of the Café is shared by those who have power and control with those who don’t?

Prompts:
At what point in the Cafés how did you notice power and control being shared?
What actions or language let you know that power or control was being shared?

So, we talked about power and control in the Community Cafés, and this leads us into a discussion about leadership. I am interested in knowing how you understand and see leadership in the Cafés, in particular the leadership role of African American parent and community members.

29. From what you have observed, what Café actions/efforts are taken to help build leadership among African American parents and community member participants?

Prompts:
How are leadership skills promoted/built among Café participants who are African American parents or community members?
30. What café actions have been taken to support/engage leaders in the African American communities in wider St. Louis?

31. What impact do you think the Community Cafès have (had on the leadership of) African Americans communities in St. Louis?

32. What can the cafés do to help increase the leadership of African Americans parent and community member participants?

Another important point of view related to empowerment is how partnerships are formed and maintained.

33. Please tell me what you know about any actions, activities, projects [joint activities] (with VCR or other community organizations) that African American parent and community participants take part in because of their participation in the Community Cafès?

34. What, if any, efforts/actions have been taken to bring African American parent and community participants together to establish a formalized group or some sort of board or committee?

Prompts:
[If mentions efforts] Tell me what you know about the efforts of the group/board?

34.a Describe how partnerships have been formed between the community Cafès and African American parents and community members.

35. What actions could be taken to create a stronger, more productive partnership between with African American parent/community participants?

Decision-making is another important aspect/part of empowerment. So, let’s now talk about how African American parents and community members take part in decision-making related to the Community Cafès. This could mean decisions that have to deal with things like how the Cafès are put on or ran, or decisions about specific ideas and areas of focus of the Cafès.

36. How are Café responsibilities and tasks (like recruiting for Café attendance, execution of Cafès, decisions about Café topics, evaluation of Cafès) shared with African American parents and community members participants?

38. Describe how you think shared decision-making in the Cafès works to beneficial local African American communities?
39. How do you think shared decision-making in the Cafès hinders or creates barriers for our local African American communities?

40. What could be done in the Community Cafès to increase shared decision-making or give African American parent and community member participants access to more decision-making?

The distribution of resources is also important to the empowerment of communities. The next set of questions ask about resources and how the Cafès help African American parents and community members access resources?

[ASK IF AFRICAN AMERICAN PARENT OR COMMUNITY MEMBER]
41.a What resources have been made available to you? How have you used these resources?

Prompt:
[if say haven’t used resources] What has kept you from using the resources?

[ASK IF NOT AFRICAN AMERICAN PARENT OR COMMUNITY MEMBER]
41.b From your knowledge what resources have been made available to African American parent and community members through the Cafès?

42. How does participating in the Community Cafès impact African American communities access to resources? (e.g. knowledge of community resources; access to resources).

Prompts:
In what ways have the Community Cafès increased African American communities’ access to resources?
In what ways have the Cafès limited or restricted African American communities’ access to resources?

43. What could be done in the Community Cafès to increase African American communities access to and/or knowledge of resources?

So, the next set of questions will ask about how the Community Cafès integrated or focused on the African American experience.

Let’s first talk about communication, interactions, and creating a safe space for sharing lived experience—all of which are vital parts of empowerment.
44. How would you describe the overall communication within the Cafés?

**Prompts:**
How would you describe the communication between the different types of participants in the Cafés?

45. What did you noticed about how African American parent and community member participants communicated in the Community Cafés?

46. What have you noticed about how VCR or other service agency participants communicated in the Cafés?

47. What is your level of comfortability in communicating in the Cafés?

48. What do you think impacts this level of comfortability communicating?

49. From your observations, how comfortable are (other) African American parent and community member participants communicating within Café?

50. Ok, and how would you describe the interactions between African American parent and community member participants and non-African American café participants?

**Prompts:**
Between those who belonged to the same participant groups (e.g., interactions between African American parent/community member participants or interactions between VCR staff or other service organization participants)?
What about interactions between different participant groups?

51. Often in Cafés, participants share lived experiences and stories, if you can remember such a time, describe when you were attending a Café, and someone shared their personal or lived experience.

52. And how did you feel listening to stories or lived experiences of African American parent/community member Café participants?

53. What did you observe about the response of others who also listened to the personal stories or lived experiences of African American parent/community member Café participants?

54. Often, sharing a personal experience requires that people feel safe, how, in your opinion, do the Cafés create a safe space for African American parents and community member participants to share their lived experience?
55. What actions can be taken in the Community Cafès to help increase or enhance communication and feeling of safety to share lived experiences?

Another important part of empowerment is trust. We know that trust is needed to ensure communication and interactions are authentic.

56. What is your level of trust in the community Cafès?
   Prompts:
   Maybe use rating 0 to 10
   56.a What makes you trust the Cafès at this level?

57. What is the level of trust African American parent and community member participants have in the Community Cafès?

58. What things do you think influenced (have an impact on) this level of trust?

59. In thinking back on the Cafès you have participated in, how was trust built and maintained among Café participants?

60. What Café activities do you think help build and maintain the trust of the African American parent and community member participants?
   Prompt:
   What things tell you that these activities had an impact on trust in the Café? How do you know these had an impact? (OR what made these unimpactful?)

61. In your opinion, what actions can be taken in the Cafès to enhance the trust of African American parent and community member participants?

Another important part of empowerment is recognizing, acknowledge and reflecting community culture and values …AND engaging in conversations and action to address the issues that face communities.

62. What about the Cafès remind you of Black/African American culture?

63. So, in thinking about all the Community Cafès you participated, what were some of the central topics of discussion at the Cafès?
   Prompts:
   Or what were some important issues discussed during the Cafès?
64. From your knowledge, how are Community Café topics determined? Who decides on the topics to be discussed during Cafès?

65. So in your opinion, what makes these topics important to African American families and communities?

   Prompt:
   How do you see these topics being important to African American families and communities?

66. When you think about these topics and what is talked about in the Cafès, how does or have attending the Cafès effect/impact/change what you know about these issues?

   Prompts:
   What were the new things you learned about these issues from participating in the Cafès?
   Were there aspects or things about the topics that you needed more information about?

Acknowledging and addressing racism and racial discrimination is very important to the empowerment of African American communities.

67. How is racism and racial discrimination talked about in the Cafès (regarding these issues)?

   [maybe list one of the issues previous discussed to help participant track]

68. What Café actions/efforts/activities address racism and racial discrimination for African Americans and our/their communities?

69. In your opinion, what (other) Café actions/efforts/activities can be taken to address racism and racial discrimination for African Americans and our/their communities?

   [If not being talked how they feel they about it? Would it effect you by talking about?]

   Because of racism and the hurt and harm it causes African American children and families .... healing must be a part of any effort to empower African American communities.

70. How, if any, were the personal stories of healing from shared or talked about in the Café?
72. How do the Cafès promote healing for African Americans?

Prompts:
From your memory, what actions / efforts /activities, if any, take place in Cafès that promote healing from traumatic racial discrimination that African American parent/community Café participants experience?

Prompts:
What was your reaction to these? What do you think about these actions? What did you notice about the reactions of others?

[ASK IF AFRICAN AMERICAN PARENT OR COMMUNITY MEMBER]
73. How have the Cafès helped you heal from racism and racial discrimination?

[ASK IF NOT AFRICAN AMERICAN PARENT OR COMMUNITY MEMBER]
74. How have the Cafès helped African American parent and community members heal from racism and racial discrimination?

75. What [other] actions could be taken in the Cafès that would work to help African Americans and our/their communities heal from racial discrimination experiences?

Although not often considered—growth, connection, positive transformation, and LOVE are central to the empowerment of communities that have been oppressed and marginalized.

76. How do you define LOVE?

77. Thinking back on the Cafès, how was LOVE talked about or expressed? Who expressed LOVE? To whom?

78. What was your personal experience of LOVE in the Café?

79. What [other] actions could be taken in the Cafès African American communities that would express LOVE?
[Wrapping up]

79. In all how do you think participating in the Community Cafès has impacted you?

Prompts:

What changes do you notice in yourself as it relates to taking part in the Community Cafès?

80. Is there anything we haven’t talked about regarding your experience with Community Cafès that you would like to tell me about?

I want to thank you again for taking time to talk with me today. If you have any question or think of any more information you would like to share with me as a follow-up to this interview, please do not hesitate to reach out to me. I’m going to stop the recording now.